


Jewish ( JF)-
Preserving Keduslias 

Mishpachas Yisroel 
BeforeEJF 
Intermarriage and Assimilation 
The soaring rate of intermarriage in North America 
continues unabated. 71G/o of America's non·Orthodox 
Jews intermarry. While most of the Jews who 
intermany are lost to the Jewish nation forever, a 
significant number of these intermarried Jews wish to 
remain part of the Jewish people. 

The Decision - Couples Who Choose Judaism 
In these cases, both the Je\ 1 and the non·Jewish 
spouse resolve to raise their family as Jewish. 20°/11 
of intermarried non..Jews will undergo fraudulent 
or problematic conversions. This exercise will have 
little or no halachic significance but will create 
untold consequences for the family and for Kl.al 
Yisroel. 

The Tragedy -
When Families Discover They're Not Jews 
In communities throughout America, this "new Jewish 
family" including the Jewish spouse, the newly 
converted husband or wife and their children are being 
absorbed into the local Jewish community. Some of 
these children, products of a problematic geyrus, may 
even end up in the local Jewish day school With a 
Jewish surname, the odds of acceptance are in their 
favor. This child can potentially go on to a yeshiva or 
seminary and many a Jewish girl or boy. 

But then something happens: A child tries to marry 
someone in Israel or the truth comes to light by chance 
or through research - a family learns that they have 
been Living a big lie: their conversion is not universally 
accepted and they begin the pursuit of a legitimate and 
recognized geyrus. 

The Lone Rabbi - Carrying the Torch 
In most cases, there is a good chance that in search of 
a universally accepted geyrus, the intermarried couple 
will find their way to a kiruv organization or an 
individual rav (and perhaps his rebbetzin) who will 
meticulously guide them through the process of geyrus. 
Their first order of business, of course, will be to 
investigate the sincerity of the interest, as is dictated 
by halacha. Many of these rabbonim then find 
themselves literally under siege and in need of an 
organization that would help guide them and their 
charges through the process. 

EnterEJF 
The Baal Teshuva and the Ger
The Halachic Imperative 
Fully cognizant of the many pitfalls and complex 
halachic issues involved in intermarriage conversion, 
and with careful and deliberate consideration of the 
sensitive nature of this issue, the Eternal Jewish Family 
was founded in 2005 with the encouragement and 
support of many leading Torah authorities, for the 
express purpose of helping safeguard the sanctity of the 
Jewish people. 

Conversions in an intermarried context are different 
from ordinary conversions, which, as is well known, 
should be discouraged, according to halacha. In the case 
of an intermarried couple, it involves a Jewish spouse 
who is committed to becoming a fully observant Jew and 
a non-Jewish spouse who is prepared to become a 
sincere and fully observant convert. Leading Torah 
authorities (see below) have said this is a phenomenon 
that must be responsibly addressed and not Left to those 
involved in "revolving door" conversions that will 
ultimately have such profound consequences for the 
individuals and their families as well 
Sources: Teshuvas Harambam - Peer Hodor 132, Rav Shlomo Kluger, 
Rav Chaim Ozer - 3rd va/ume of Teshuvos Achiezer 28, Igros Moshe 
- 3rd Chetek of Yoreh Deah, Simon 109t, Rav Shalom Mashash -
Teshuvas Tvuot Shemesh {Yoreh Deah 104}, Tshuvos Divrei Molkiel-

noted Lomzer Rav Chelek Vov - Simon 19, and Rav Yosef Sholom 
Eiiyashiv- Kovetz Tshuvos end of Siman 140, In addition Rav Moshe 
Feinstein, Rav Yaakov Kaminetsky and Rav Shlomo Zolman Auerbach 
have all made statements on geyrus in support of these positions. A 
recent letter from Rav Yitzchak Zilberstein quoted his father-in.Jaw Rav 
Eliyashiv which echoes this position on the subject 

The Mission -
Universal Conversion Standards in Intermarriage 
EJF's mission is to help preserve the sanctity of the 
Jewish people by ensuring that the conversion process for 
intermanied non.Jews will proceed in the strictest accord 
with the dictates of halacha - without compromise - as 
directed by the leading Torah authorities of our time. 
Thus, EJF has striven mightily to promote the adoption of 

universally accepted standards for conversion, both in 
terms of substantive guidelines for the conversions 
themselves and the credentials of the Beis Din that will be 
making the crucial judgments as to their implementation 
in particular cases. In addition, by promulgating these 
guidelines, EJF protects sincere and genuine converts 
from fraudulent and problematic conversions that will 
haunt them for generations to come. 

The Policy -
The Piskel Halacha of Torah Luminaries 
The halachic policies of the Eternal Jewish Family are 
based on the pesakim of such luminaries as Rav Moshe 
Feinstein zt''L yb"l Rav Yosef Sholom Eliyashiv and 
leading Sephardic authorities in Eretz Yisroel. In 
addition, EJF has brought together the foremost rabbinic 
leaders from across the spectrum, including Roshei 
Yeshiva, Chasidic leaders, and leading rabbonim from the 
Ashkenazic and Sephardic communities in setting 
standards for a universally accepted conversion in the 
context of intermarriage. They include Harav Reuven 
Feinstein, and Harav Shmuel Lazer Stern, a senior dayan 
of the Beis Din of Harav Shmuel Wosner. The EJF Vaad 
Harabbonim, chaired by Harav Leib Tropper, Rosh 
Hayeshlva of Kol Yaakov/Horizons, includes such well 
known halachic authorities as Harav Aharon Felder, 
Harav Nachum Eisenstein (Beis Din ofVa'ad L'Inyonei 
Giyur, Yerushalayim) Harav Yaakov Kapelner, Harav 
Pinchas Rabinowitz and Harav Mendel Sendrovic. 



EJF: Serving the Frontline Rabbonim and Dayanim 
EJF's programs are designed to support the efforts of 
rabbonim and dayanim who are involved in the 
conversion of non~Jewish spouses in intermarriage who 
sincerely commit to a conversion process that meets the 
highest standards of hatacha , without compromise. EJF 
organizes rabbinic conferences, halachic forums, and 
dayanim seminars in cities throughout North America. In 
addition, a major conference was held in Yerushalayim in 
June 2006. These conferences were blessed with the 
participation of some of the most prominent Gedolei 
Yisroel from all over the world. 

The conferences gave the rabbonim an opportunity to 
hear many halachic presentations on universal conversion 
standards in intermarriage, including the issues of kabbolos 
ol mitzvos, havchono, ger koton and more. Elf serves as an 
ongoing resource for the rabbonim and dayanim and as a 
network for the exchange of information and experiences. 
It also facilitates the transmission of important shaitos to 
the Gedolei Hatorah of our generation. 

EJF: Assisting Rabbonim 
Elf works only through rabbonim and kiruv organizations 
and does not in anyway solicit intermarried couples. 
Rabbonim and kiruv professionals refer couples they are 
already working with to EJf. In many cases, these couples 
have already undergone a convei-sion that is not 
acceptable. In order to proceed, a couple has to commit 
to a chalienging and demanding conversion process, as is 
required by halacha. EJf has sponsored a number of 
programs for couples that are seriously interested in 
pursuing the halachic process, referred to EJf by rabbonim 

or kiruv professionals, in accordance with the wishes of 
the Gedolei Hatorah. 

EJF: Recommending Botei Din 
EJF does not and will not set up its own Botei Din. It wilt, 
however, recommertd Botei Din that subscribe to the 
goals of EJF in promulgating the guidelines of the 
foremost halachic authorities in geyrus in intermarriage. 
The Botei Din must be independent and fully functioning 
entities that are capable of accepting referrals from 
rabbonim who live in the region or from EJF itself. These 
Botei Din are headed by renowned talmidet chachamim 
versed in all aspects of Shulchan Aruch, including 
mamanos, ishus, gittin, issur v'heter and Shabbos as well 
as geyrus. Some of them have interned with such great 
luminaries as Rav Moshe Feinstein, Rav Shtomo Zatman 
Auerbach, and Rav Yosef ShOlom Elyashiv. 

I~~ 
• THE LILLIAN JEAN KAPLAN JEWISK PRIDE y: 

THROUGH EDUCATION PROJECT 

For further information, please contact: 
Eternal Jewish Family • 845 425 0550 • ejf.org • info@ejf.org 

The Eternal Jewish Family (EJF) is an independant program of Horizons, an internationally 
recognized institute of Jewish education based in Monsey, New York. It was founded to confront the issues 

related to the halachically recognized special case of the conversion of the non.Jewish spouse in an intermarriage. 
The Eternal Jewish Family, is affiliated with Kol Yaakov Torah Center in Monsey, and is funded by the 

Lillian Jean Kaplan Jewish Pride through Education Project. 



This coming Purim the remarkable power of 60,000 children's Torah learning can generate a nMazel 

Tov" for you too. Next year, you might just be the one asserting, "It's a miracle - a Purim miracle!". 

For a mere $100, you can have a part in the learning of 10,000 children ( 1 cent per child). 
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DEEP PAIN FROM DIGS 
ON HAR HABAYIS 

To the Editor: 
With all due respect to Yonoson 

Rosenblum for his heartfelt words about 
the continuing churban of the makom 
Hamikdash ("Earthshaking Digs on Har 
Habayis;' Oct. '07), there is definitely a 
big difference between the archeologists' 
feelings that inspired his comments and 
the way we feel about it. 

It is said that Socrates met Yirmiyahu 
Hanavi who was standing and wailing 
at the place of the Beis Hamikdash. 
Socrates asked him, "How could one 
cry about charred wood and stones?" 
Yirmiyahu Hanavi answered, "If you 
would have felt the spirituality that was 
in these stones, you would also cry:' 

The archeologists are upset and 
angry because the Arabs are throw
ing away remnants of the previous 
Beis Hamikdash. The Gemara tells us 

For a copy of the most 
Comprehensive Pesach Guide 
to Medications I Cosmetics 

by Rav Gershon Bess 

Please write to: 

KOLLEL LOS ANGELES 
223 S. Formosa Avenue 

I Los Angeles, CA 90036 
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that because of our sins, the spiritual
ity left the walls and floors of the Beis 
Hamikdash. 

On Tisha BeAvwe cry because of our 
sins that caused this destruction. 

All year we yearn and pray that the 
Beis Hamikdash should be rebuilt so that 
we should again have the spirituality 
of the Shechina be'socheinu. That the 
Arabs are in change of the Har Habayis 
is definitely something to cry about, 
not because of the stones and artifacts 
that they are throwing out, but because 
of the tuma on the most exalted place 
on earth. 

Let us hope and take comfort from 
Rabbi Al<.iva who saw the foxes roaming 
in the place of the Mikdash and pro
claimed: just as the prophecy of the ch ur
ban came true in its most literal sense, so 
too will the prophecy of the ge'ula come 
true exactly as the Navi described (- as 
heard from the previous Novominsker 
Rebbe 7"lll). 

RABBI YITZCHOK MEIR ScHORR 

Brooklyn, NY 

BLOGS AND OTHER 
NON-KOSHER INVASIONS 

To the Editor: 
Thanks for the excellent article on the 

danger of biogs ("Transgressing a Major 
Sin;' by Zvi Frankel, Dec. '07). However, 
here are some important points that 
should be added. 

Every religious Jew always knew that 
words of kefira and giduf (blasphemy) 
could not be brought into the Jewish 
ho1ne, and certainly not read. However, 
many biogs are filled with outright 
slander, kefira, and giduf, and are as 

m of a danger to those who read 
them as to those who write them. Often 
they are wrapped in a seemingly kosher 
limehadrin wrapper and camouflaged 
as being a mitzvah to read. In reality, 
they are far worse than eating shratzim 
and are prohibited by the 10rah which 
states: "Velo sasuru acharei levavchem 
ve' acharei eineichem." The Rambam 
(Hilchos Avoda Zara 2:3) clearly states 
that "Any thoughts that can cause a 
person to uproot any fundamentals of 
the Torah are forbidden and cause the 
loss of the World to Come. There are 
certain topics which one is not permit
ted to debate or even think about:' Many 
of today's biogs are more dangerous 
than an atomic explosion, which only 
damages the body but does not destroy 
one's soul. By the time we press the 
escape button, their deadly radiation 
may already have caused permanent 
damage to our soul. 

The more "hits" these sites get, the 
more encouragcn1ent we give the1n to 
continue in their evil ways. Therefore, 
by merely going to these sites, we also 
become guilty of "helping the trans
gressors of sin." Curiosity often gets 
mice into a trap - and just as often, it 
does so to humans. It's for Adam and 
Chava's curiosity that we're still paying 
the price. It's the yietzer hara's age-old 
way and tactic of postponing the immi
nent arrival of Moshiach. As we stand on 
the threshold of Moshiach's arrival, the 
yeitzer hara puts every possible obstacle 
in the way. 

RABBI Eu TEITELBAUM 

Directo1; Camp S'dei Chemed International 
The Torah Communications Network 

Brooklyn, NY 
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CHOOSING PRIORITIES 

RABBI FISHEL MAEL, PH.D. 

Ben Torah 
in the 

Workplace 
Balancing the Challenges, Opportunities & Obligations 

N c E u Po N A TI ME, there was a fabled job waiting for the ben Torah who was 

prepared to enter the workplace. He (and it was only he in those days) would start 

working at this job at 9:00AM after a learning seder, breakfast with his children, and 

a minimal commute to and from work. He would be finished working by 5:00PM, after which 

he would be free to attend to his family, his learning, his health, and communal activities. His 

work day would be totally self-contained - he would never bring home his work or work-related 

concerns, and he would be inaccessible to coworkers after hours. He would not be expected to 

work late, travel for work, work on Sundays, or socialize with co-workers or clients. His income 

would be sufficient, and he would certainly have no need for a second or third job in his "free" 

time. 

Perhaps these idyllic jobs actually existed and supported the economic needs of a ben- Torah's 

family. They rarely exist now. For many working bnei Torah, much of what is described above is 

a dream. Some of this stems from changes in the workplace, others from changes in expectations 

and demands upon the family, especially the head of the household. This article discusses these 

changing demands: How the demands of work can overwhelm other important aspects of life, 

the value of balancing work and non-work roles, and the steps an individual may consider taking 

to incorporate more balance into his life. 

[The general concerns in this article apply equally, or moreso, to working women, and they also apply to men 
engaged in klei kodesh roles, in many cases. For the sake of brevity and focus, however, the specific examples 
and frames of reference for this article will be primarily men working in secular occupations.] 

RABBI MAEL IS THE AUTHOR OF 5EFER 5HIVT/c;/ YISRAEL, A STUDY OF THE CHARACTERISTICS OF 

THE TWELVE TRIBES BASED ON CHAZAL ANO LATER SEFARJM. HIS PREVIOUS ARTICLE IN JO WAS 

"OF UNIQUENESS AND UNITY: AN APPRECIATION OF REB TZADOK OF LUBLIN" (JUNE 2.000). HE 

PRACTICES AS AN ORGANIZATIONAL CONSULTANT AND Ex~:CUTIVELIFE COACH. 



THE CHANGING 

WORK WORLD 

T he world of work has changed 
drastically over the past few 
decades. The global economy 

has fostered an intensely competitive 
work environment that puts a premium 
on individuals, justifying their contri
butions to their employers by working 
longer and harder. The sheer number 
of hours per week that Americans work 
has risen steadily over this time, from 
43.6 hours per week in 1977 to 47.1 in 
1997 .1 This does not include (possibly 
extensive) commuting time. In addition, 
advances in information technology 
such as cell phones, email, and PDAs 
have contributed to employees being 
accessible at all times with little freedom 
from the demands and expectations 
of clients or supervisors. The result 
has been an increase in numerous 
indicators of stress, even among secu
lar workers, who generally have fewer 
competing family, religious, and com
munal demands than ever before. These 
indicators include rises in \VOrkplace 
violence, absenteeism, and workers' 
con1pensation claims. National studies 
show that well over two-thirds of work
ers feel that job stress is affecting their 
health.' Furthermore, a wide range of 
physical ailments, emotional problems, 
eating disorders, addictions, and mood 
disorders have been associated with 
increased work stress and its encroach
ment on all aspects of life. In addition, 
the more time required to work in order 
to get ahead or stay employed, the less 
time a person will have available for all 
other aspects of life. 

THE ORTHODOX WORKER -

MORE, OR LESS, STRESSED? 

I n some ways, the Orthodox Jewish 
worker should have some inocula
tion from these stresses. He has the 

l Bunting, M. (2004), Willing Slaves: Hov.1 the 
Overi,vork Culture is Ruling our Lives, Harper 
Collins. 
2 Clark, C. S. "Job Stress." CQ Researcher. 4 Aug. 

' l 994. CQ Researcher. l Mar. 2007 http:/ !library. 
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potential benefits of a rich community 
life and the likelihood of seeing friends 
and acquaintances regularly in shul 
and at events, access to mentors and 
rabbanim, the likelihood of marriage 
with someone sharing similar values 
about spirituality and having children, 
Shabbos observance as a built-in safe
guard against constant work, and learn
ing Torah as a counterpoint to the 
obsessive values of the workplace. 

And yet - there are countervailing 
forces that make the demands on the 
Orthodox Jewish professional, business
man or employee even more daunting 
that those of his secular counterpart. 
These fall in the areas of financial 
expenses, time pressures and internal 
expectations. The financial demands on 
members of the community are well
documented and are repeated here only 
for their i1npact on work choices and 
work life. Families are larger, increas
ing the basic expenses needed to sup
port a family, plus children's private 
school tuition. Expectations regarding 
seminary, shidduchim, weddings and 
other norms, such as summer camps 
or vacation hon1es, ensure that even the 
person who wishes to live simply may 
have to generate money in line with 
others' expectations. Religious co111-
munities tend to congregate in relatively 
expensive urban areas, and the need for 

many homes within walking distance to 
shuls makes housing even more expen
sive than in adjoining neighborhoods. 
This may lead some to move to more 
affordable communities at the cost of a 
longer and often grueling commute for 
the family worker(s). 

Regarding time, the Orthodox male 
is expected to work the same hours as 
his secular counterpart. However, he 
is likely to have commuted further; he 
probably woke up earlier to daven and 
perhaps to learn; he may have more fam
ily responsibilities, starting with home
work, car pools, and spending time with 
his greater number of children; he has 
tnany more joyous and other occasions 
to attend (weddings, sheva berachos, 
shiva calls, bar mitzvahs, etc.) than his 
counterparts; he n1ust somehow fit the 
errands that others do on Saturdays 
into his evening hours; and he has an 
internal obligation to be learning and 
doing other mitzvos in his "spare" time. 
The Orthodox male often marries earlier 
and starts working later (in some cases, 
much later) in life than his secular coun
terpart, so that his career often starts 
when he already has debts, is pressured 
to cover tuitions, or needs larger hous
ing. In his fifties and sixties, he may 
have an "empty nest" at a later age than 
his secular counterparts. Even when he 
does, it will be a mirage, as he is likely 

• Mishnah and Gemara stud/services 
• Completion of entire $hisllah Sedarim 
• Completion of missing masechtos 
~ On time for shloshim or yahrlzetl: 
• Tax deductible I acceptable for rhll' 
• N"V'?V b'J11n ''11) rir.>::rtmJ. 
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Shabbos 
observance is a 

built-in safeguard 
against constant 

work, and 
learning Torah is 
a counterpoint 

to the obsessive 
values of the 
workplace. 

to be continuing to provide significant 

somewhat beside the point, as the focus 
here is on the individual's need to try 
to take control of his own life, his own 
schedule, and his own tachlis (destiny). 
He is responsible within the limits of his 
own nisyonos to manage the quality of 
his life and health on a daily basis. This 
article is for the individual who, in spite 
of these pressures) wishes to reassert 
some balance between work and life, 
and not allow work and the obsessive 
pursuit of parnassa to drovvn out the 
ability to make choices. 

WHAT IS WORK

LIFE BALANCE? 

support to married children. Thus, the The concept of work-life balance 
pressure to work full time lasts longer, is admittedly vague and does 
and the period of working for a "nest not have a universally accepted 
egg" is often deferred indefinitely. definition. It generally conveys a sense 

The result is that many individuals, of having sufficient time to meet com-
despite their valiant efforts to do every- mitments both at home and at work, 
thing right and to do right by everyone and a perceived balance between work 
in their lives, feel overwhelmed. They and the rest of life. The concept will 
feel that they come up short in many have different connotations to a secular 
areas. They inay perceive their e1nploy- audience, for whon1 it n1ay inean bal-
ers or con1petitors as faulting their lack ancing achieven1ent and enjoyrnent, or 
of single-n1inded devotion to work, or parceling out life into various areas of 
they may feel themselves torn between achievement, enjoyment and leisure. A 
work and competing demands. They Torah perspective does not view a wide 
may feel the disdain of those within range of leisure pursuits as an ideal 
their con1munities, expecting the1n to or necessity. What can be said is that 
have more money for charity pledges, a person will not thrive on spending 
tuition, and shidduch-related commit- almost all his time involved only in 
ments. They may carry a nagging sense activities that are merely a means to 
of not learning enough, not doing an end, such as earning inoney to buy 

U l M i h D d' enough, and not helping enough in the products or services. A person needs 
nc e 0 S y, e I community. They feel a lack of time to to spend time regularly, if not daily, on 

Avrohom Fried, rest, to eat properly, to exercise, or to activities that matter intrinsically, such 
and other leading lose weight, and so physical and mental as spiritual pursuits or relationships. 
Jewish entertainers health suffer. They may have a vague, A person is also likely to benefit from 
are available or not so vague, sense of not spending activities that refresh and rejuvenate the 
to visit enough time with their spouses or chi!- body and mind, be they exercise, sleep 

dren. And when an actual or perceived or any other needed relaxation. 
seriously ill family crisis occurs, there may be little Realistic balance does not have to 
children resilience left to weather the storm. mean a set schedule in which one 
thanksto " dj Other articles and discussions have always has a daily allotted time for all 
SIMCHAS CHAVA Jt-~ focused on specific community-wide these activities. Trying to advocate such 
nr.n:n ~?? k?:. · , 
n"V !lPl'~ ., n:irnn ~ ,; ... -~"··' issues, such as the costs of 1naking wed- an approach would be na·ive for son1e 
AChcsscdprojectrunby dings, the costs of tuition compared professions that have especially busy 
Agudath Israel of America · l d h h · d c h 
in conjunction with to typ1ca incomes, an t e mismatc seasons or per10 s, or ior anyone w o 
Suki & Ding Product.ions 'J between incomes and the expectations has an irregular schedule. Balance is 
Tosetup:m.appolntmcnt, call: • /..· '. tied to shidduchim. These issues are more of an attitude, a mindset of mak-(212) 797-9000Ext.Z35 ----
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HERE TO BEGIN 

I f you (or others you care about) 
are beset by this sense of a life in 
imbalance, a life overly dominated 

by work, one in which there seems to be 
no time for the things that matter, there 
are a number of steps to take. 

I. You need to evaluate regularly what 
your priorities in life are and should 
be. This means your personal pri
orities, not those of your boss, your 
parents, your friends, or the magazine 
or flyer on your table. You need to 
ask yourself: How would you wish 
to spend your time? Granted that 
you may have to spend much of your 
time doing work or other activities 
that you would rather not do - but 
what are your priorities among the 
discretionary activities? 

2. Then, evaluate the time that you are 
allotting to activities now in relation 
to whether or not they are consistent 
with your priorities. If something is 
a stated priority (learning, exercise, 
talking to your children) and you are 
not finding time for it, then either it is 
not really a priority, or there is likely 
a mismatch between your values and 
your allotment of time. 

3. Acknowledge that time is precious 
and is finite. If you add activities 
and commitments to your schedule, 
they will come at the expense of 
something else. If you are fortunate, 
you will find that you were wasting 
son1e time and that the new priorities 
can be fit in by being more efficient. 
If you were already being efficient, 
then sadly, you will have to make hard 
choices between bigger and smaller 
priorities. 

4. Making choices means that you will 
someti111es have to say no - some
tin1es to others and sometimes to 
your self ("! can't do everything"). 
Sometimes you will have to choose 
between very important options: 
the act of choosing is a way of fully 
honoring com111itments and priori
ties rather than pursuing a series of 
halfuearted ones, and sometimes 
misleading yourself and others. 

Tut JE'\v1su 0HS£HVER 

SPECIFIC AREAS OF BALANCE 

The following section presents a 
brief overview of how to take a 
work-life balance approach to 

different areas of life. Each of these is 
worthy of an article in and of itself. Not 
everyone will find that they need to add 
elements of every category into their 
lives. Rather, every individual needs 
to think about what would be useful 
to incorporate into his regimen to add 
more balance. 

WORK 

0 ften, your first response in an 
imbalanced work-life situation 
is that you have no choice but 

to work as much as you do. That 1nay 
very well be true. You may already be 

Can a Life-Coach 
help you realize 
your dreams? 

-=l 
Eretz Yisroel's 

Most Reliable Shomer Shabbos 
and English Speaking Car Service 

V1Siting Israel? Need Transport? 
-CHOOSE-
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In Israel: 02-533-3425 

l coach people to help thc1n realize their 
O\Vll drcan1s and an1bitions. I help the1n 
plan, progran1, and stay 1notivatcd. 

WHY COACHING? Improving one's 
life n1eans n1aking change; and people need 
support and structure to keep distractions 

and obstacles fron1 S\va1nping their drearns and goals. 
Moreover, people rarely sec their O\Hl capabilities in full rneasurc. A coach is a per
son \Vho by tc1npera1nent, experience, and training is dedicated to help you grO\V and 
achieve your O\Vll drcan1s. A coach never loses confidence in his client's ability! 
I have over thirty years experience in helping people fulfill their drea1ns, have 
authored book'i, articles and produced cassette progran1s on this subject. In 2-3 
nlonths, using \Veekly private phone sessions, you can learn hO\V' to 
effectively take control of your life. 

FREE OFFER - I would be happy to give you a free telephone 
conference. Please call USA 845-352-1175 for an appointn1ent. 
Thank you. - MR. Av1 S11u1.MAN 
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working the minimum time required 
of you as an employee, and it still takes 
too much out of you. Or you may 
objectively have too much to do for the 
allotted hours of the workday, and then 
must work additional hours. If these are 
the realities of your life, you will have 
to find solutions from within your dis
cretionary hours. This, however, is not 
always the case. Your workday may be 
artificially long and adding unnecessary 
pressure to the rest of your life. Consider 
these other possible reasons for your 

THE VORT 
•· ·rtie · vai-i ·ce,·1etirat.ion · 15 ·tc> ·lie 
discontinued. The L'chaim (held at 
the time that the engagement is 
announced) should also not turn 
into a Vort. 

THE WEDDING 
•· .F.cir. typlca·1· tamiiies: 'c)ri1y· '466 
invited guests may be seated atthe 
chassuna seuda. {The Guidelines 
make provision for exceptional 
circumstances - see full text.) 

• The kabbolas panim smorgas
bord should be limited to basic 
cakes, fruit platters, a modest buf
fet, and the caterer's standard 
chicken or meat hot dishes. 

MAHCH 2008 

current state of overwork: 

Inefficiency: You may be spending 
too much time on email, surfing 
the Internet, or allowing coworkers 
to waste your time (in ways that are 
not constructive for networking or 
team-building). You may have some 
control over lengthy and unproduc
tive meetings in your workplace that 
you could streamline or eli1ninate. 
Determine if there are ways that you 
could get more accomplished within 
the confines of the work day. 

• The menu for the seuda is 
limited to 3 courses followed by a 
regular dessert. 

• No Viennese table and no bar. 

THE MUSIC 

• A band may consist of a maximum 
of 5 musicians (one of the musicians 
may act as a vocalist) or four musi
cians and one additional vocalist. 

• A one-man band is recom
mended. 

FLOWERS & CHUPA DECOR 

•· rfie.tota·1 ·cosi ot'ttiese· items tor 
the entire wedding should not 
exceed $1,800. 

FOR THE FULL VERSION OF THE SIMCHA GUIDELINES 
WITH ITS RABBINICAL ENDORSEMENTS 
AND THE ACCOMPANYING KOL KOREH, 

Leadership style: You may be prone to 
micro1nanaging your subordinates, 
and reluctant to delegate responsibil
ity and tasks. Besides being demor
alizing to your staff, it makes your 
day much longer, and ties you that 
much more tightly to your place of 
work. Determine if you are willing 
to learn to delegate and trust your 
employees. 

Commuting: Are there ways that you 
and your workplace could be in closer 
proximityl If not, determine if your 
employer (who may be you) can find 
ways for you to work more often from 
a home or local office. 

Beliefs: Some people take the patterns 
of hasmada they learned in yeshiva 
and misapply them to the workplace. 
Whatever they do, they must give 
themselves over to it completely. For 
others, the same competitive drive that 
spurred them to be masmidim drives 
them to keep up with their all-work, 
all-the-time workplace colleagues. 
Still others become workaholics and 
find that they feel most accomplished 
and alive in the workplace and are 
most at home in that milieu. If you 
are working all the time, really don't 
want to work less, and are n1ainly 
feeling pressured by others who want 
you to work less, it is important to 
understand what is going on. It is 
understandable that the sense of 
success, of making deals, of recogni
tion and of tangible and measurable 
achievement could be thrilling. You 
need to be alert to your potential, 
creeping isolation from your spouse, 
family, Jewish friends, Jewish values, 
and learning, and to monitor your 
larger priorities. 

LEARNING 

A Jewish man is not only required 
to learn, he needs to learn on a 
deep intellectual, spiritual, and 

emotional level. V\lhatever learning one 
can fit into one's life is certainly a price
less n1itzvah. Your learning choices, 
however, can affect whether your learn
ing will be a source of rejuvenation and 

I 
t.:.:_ ______ ,., 

please call 212·612·2300 
---~~antidote-to w~rkplace stresses~ 
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whether it will be yet anotber source 
of frustration and another competing 
demand at which you barely or hardly 
succeed. Consider these contrasting 
examples: 

Shlomo loves his Daf Yomi shiur 
in the 111orning. He enjoys the maggid 
shiur's breadth and wit, the chabura's 
camaraderie, and the pace and level of 
discussion are attuned to his experience. 
He leaves the shiur feeling supercharged 
for the day. Because he has enough time to 
review on the train, he feels he is retaining 
infornzation. 

Chaim is frustrated by his Daf Yomi 
shiur. He usually attends, but is often too 
tired or confused to follow the shiur ( espe
cially when he has missed a few days). He 
has no rapport with themaggid shiur, has 
no time forchazara, and doesn't really feel 
he has been mesayeim any one masechta. 
He keeps attending instead of setting up a 
seder with a chavrusa because he is afraid 
that with his busy schedule, if he gives up 
this kevius, he won't learn at all. 

Optimally, you should be periodi
cally evaluating if the learning schedule 
and content that you have established 
for yourself is fulfilling your goals and 
priorities. This means asking the fol
lowing questions; 
•What do 1 hope to accomplish in 

learning? 
• What are my priorities in terms of 

knowing, re1nembering, or just enjoy
ing irnn1ersion in learning? 

• Does my schedule allow for structured 
learning in one place with others 
(shiurim, face-to-face chavrusos), or 
do 1 need a more flexible format? 

• Will I find the areas and formats of 
learning that 1 wish to emphasize 
sufficiently engrossing and compel
ling enough so that I will persevere 
in them despite my busy schedule, or 
am I engaging in wishful thinking that 
will result in less learning and more 
frustration? 
You have many sources of advice 

available to you on these issues, but 
ultimately you must take the initiative 
to structure your learning schedule 

L:
, so that it will be congruent with and 

ancing to your current situation 
beyond. 
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It hurts 

It feels better just to talk about it. That's 
why we're here. Our staff is made up of 

caring and sensitive individuals. Together, 
we can help you explore your options. We 
can refer you to recognized professionals 

for counseling, legal advice or help in 
finding a safe environment. We can also 
put you in touch with some very special 

Rabbis. But in order for us to reach out to 
you, you must first reach out to us. 

Confidential Hotline 

Do it for yourself. 
Do it for your children. 
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(NYC Area) 
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RELATIONSHIPS 

The iinportance of maintaining 
and cultivating relationships with 
one's spouse and children, as well 

as with other family members, goes well 
beyond the scope of this article, and 
need not be reiterated here. 

One issue that affects some busy 
men immersed in their careers is their 
unintended detachment from friends. 
Unlike their secular counterparts, 1nany 
Orthodox men do not schedule any 
social time with friends. With the excep
tion of chavrusas, they usually see friends 
at chance meetings in the presence of 
others, often beginning and ending at 
a 1noment's notice, such as in shul or at 
a simcha. As a busy working person in 
the secular world, you may find yourself 
gradually slipping out of touch with 
other bnei Torah. It becomes problem
atic when you have no one to use as a 
like-n1inded frame of reference, or when 
the people you most often confide in 
are the secular n1en (and sometimes 
women) in your workplace. If you see 
this happening and it concerns you, 
consider it a warning sign of alienation, 
which calls for making time to correct 
by reaching out to chaveirim. 

'i}~~'~t~ 
_,,, ,,-';-,;,\ /;? 

7(1.i~,i~j samllte 
of booklet by writing 
to: Yeshiva Fund 
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SPECIAL EVENTS 

We are a wonderfully blessed 
con11nunity to have so many 
se'machos going on through

out the year. Living in a larger co1n
munity, you may be invited to multiple 
such events on any given night, as well 
the fundraising banquets, parlor meet
ings, and other si1nilar activities. You 
are likely affiliated with numerous wor
thy mosdos whose n1eetings) banquets, 
parlor meetings and other activities 
vie for your time. Hopefully, you want 
to be me'urav im habriyos and do your 
part to help the community. Still, be 
aware: Each time you choose to go to 
an event, you are choosing not to do 
something else. 

Saying that you have to go to an 
event does not generally make it less 
of a choice. Sometin1es the choice 
may be less dramatic: If your whole 
family is invited to a family simcha on 
a Sunday afternoon, you may have a 
relatively painless choice. If, however, 
on a Tuesday night you have to choose 
between a wedding, a parlor meeting, a 
chavrusa, homework with your children) 
and exercising, you are being forced to 
set priorities. (Some mistakenly think 
that in this example there are only two 
choices, the wedding or the parlor meet
ing, because the others can all be made 
up. There is a fallacy in that logic that 
can repeat itself endlessly night after 
night.) Once again, these are decisions 
that you make, not situations that are 
forced upon you. 

EXERCISE 

Physical health often takes a back 
seat for the busy working ben 
Torah. Sedentary lifestyles and 

rushed schedules leave little time for 
exercise, and the outlets for male-only 
adult exercise are very limited in some 
communities. A sedentary lifestyle exac
erbated by excessive, rushed and stress-
generated eating can lead to obesity and 

One sample, free obesity-aggravated illnesses, including 
diabetes and cardiovascular ailn1ents. 

Three copies, $10 Beyond the purely physical benefits of 
To sponsor copies, $1 OD exercise, it is likely to provide you with I ~ positive mood benefits, relaxation of 

stress, or other salutary advantages that 
would actually provide you with more 
time and energy for other activities. Seek 
guidance regarding the type of exercise 
that would fit your schedule, be best 
suited for you, and be sufficiently enjoy
able to maintain your interest. 

LIFE-WORK IMBALANCE 

This article has focused almost 
exclusively on imbalance coming 
from work encroaching on other 

areas of life. It is worth noting briefly 
that the reverse can also be a problem 
for some people. You may have taken on 
so many family and communal roles and 
responsihilities, ones that may in fact 
provide you with more satisfaction, that 
you now find yourself devoting insuf
ficient time to your parnassa efforts, or 
even shortchanging your responsibilities 
to an employer and endangering your 
livelihood. Or the boundaries between 
your work time and family time may 
have slowly evaporated so that you are 
dealing with regular interruptions in the 
midst of trying to do good work. When 
imbalance works the other way, bound
aries often need to be reestablished, both 
for yourself and for others. Parnassa 
should not be taken for granted. 

ULTIMATE GOALS 

M any working bnei Torah live 
noble and often courageous 
lives. Performing demand

ing jobs structured for the lifestyles of 
people with fewer external responsi
bilities, they perform admirably, while 
also dedicating themselves to tefilla 
betzibbur, regular learning, caring for 
large families, and the needs of many 
institutions. Someti1nes) though, despite 
one's best efforts, the demands become 
oppressive, and simchas hachayirn or 
menuchas hanefesh suffers. In those 
times, it is important to reestablish 
some balance in one's life and to reassert 
one's priorities. One wants to continue 
to grow and thrive rather than simply 
persevering. One wants to continue to 
be a ben aliya. 

~-- ---·---- ·------------------- ·----------------- ·------------------------------
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SECULAR STUDIES, AS WELL AS 

SOCIAL SKILLS TRAJ'\llNG. IN ADDI-

TION TO HER DIVERSIFIED TEACH-

ING CAREER, Sf!E OFFERS TEACHER 

TRAINING AND EDUCATIONAi 

CONSllLTING SEllVICES. HER 

ARTICLE, "THE MISUNDERSTOOD 

CHILD: A YOU:'\JGSTER WITH ADD," 
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I ONCE ASKED a highly respected ta/mid chacham who also 

happens to be an attorney about the challenges he faces in the 

workplace. I'll never forget what he answered me. "Challenges? In 

the workplace? Are you kidding? The moment you step onto that subway 

platform, the challenges begin. And they don't end. Ever. No matter how 

many years you've been working, no matter how high you've climbed 

up the corporate ladder, no matter how many guidelines you've set for 

yourself. It's a never ending series of nisyonos - challenges and tests:' 

Yet, despite the inherent difficulties and struggles that come with 

working in the secular environment, many members of our community 

are forced into that position. Some are women who are trying to help 

support their kollel lifestyles, some are young people who tried to gain 

employment in mosdos ha Torah but couldn't find a job, and some are 

bnei Torah who joined the workforce simply because they desperately 

needed the parnassa and there was no other alternative. While they are 

all certainly relieved to have discovered a viable source of income, they 

are also aware of the many pitfalls and dangers that come together with 

the package. We have been especially reluctant for our women to engage 

in employment in non-religious or totally alien surroundings. It is these 

types of situations that I will be addressing in the pages that follow. 
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STEPPING IN WITH CHAN IE 

Chanie, a Bais Yaakov graduate, 
recently earned her degree from 
an all women's college. Eager to 

help support her learning husband, she 
accepted a position in a prestigious law 
firm. Chanie faced the first day on the 
job with great expectations. She was 
looking forward to being an asset to 
the company. But not ten n1inutes into 
her first day, she ran into "big challenge 
nun1ber one,'' which presented itself as 
her co-worker, Michael. 

"Nice to meet you," the young 
man said. "My name's Michael. 
Welcome aboard." And with that, he 
extended his hand warmly, expecting 
a firm handshake. 

"Oh, no;' Chanie panicked. c'\r\That 
do I do now?" 
Welcome to the outside world, 

Chanie. You grew up in a hei111ishe 
community and you were educated in 
the Bais Yaakov system all your life. You 
did well - in fact, you even excelled. But 
now you find yourself on what appears 
to be a different planet. In this nine-to
five 'vorkplace, you are confronted with 

One and a half million Jews in Eretz Yisroel -
including one in three children - live in poverty. 
Unemployment is almost ten percent. Slashed 
subsidies to the elderly, large families and Kollel 
people were never restored. Forty percent of the 
employed are 'the working poor: 

Pesach is by far the most expensive Yorn Tov. Many who can barely 
manage during the year are forced to apply for a Gernach loan. 

Our thirty-four all-volunteer staffed branches across Eretz Yisroel 
are swamped with requests for Pesach Gemach loans. We cannot 
possibly answer them all. 

When repaid, your gift will be recycled again and again, becoming a 
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a whole different set of rules. The secular 
workmates that you will meet - some 
Jewish, son1e not - are generally polite, 
well meaning, and friendly. But they 
represent a different culture, and the 
clash between the two worlds can be 
the source of son1e awkward inoments 
and unpleasant situations. 

So what's Chanie to do? The Michael 
challenge is only the beginning, of 
course. Sooner or later, Chanie will 
have to deal with the power lunch, 
the shmoozing by the water cooler, 
the offers for rides, and, of course, the 
annual office holiday party. She can 
handle each of these situations one by 
one as they arise, hoping that the correct 
responses will pop into her head at the 
right moments. Or she could prepare 
herself ahead of time by consulting 
halachic authorities, Ji-un1 professionals, 
or others who have encountered similar 
challenges and issues. 

fOREWARNEDISfOREARMED 

I firmly believe that forewarned is 
forearmed. A person who knows 
what to expect ahead of time and 

prepares for those awkward n1on1ents 
in advance is better able to deal with 
them when the opportunity arises. 
Otherwise, you're ahnost guaranteed 
to make mistakes. 

In my Brooklyn office, I spend a 
lot of time on social skills training for 
the yeshiva community. Many of our 
youngsters lack the basic social skills 
they need to maintain healthy inter
personal relationships. But even those 
who breeze through their formative 
years, even the "social butterfly," the 
"chevra-n1an," the "bubbly young lady," 
and the "geshmake yungerman" find 
themselves having a hard time adapting 
to the social atmosphere in the secular 
workplace. Here, there is a completely 
different set of rules. Even the language 
that is spoken can be shockingly unfa
miliar to a ben Torah or a bas Yisroel, 
adding to the confusion and the anxiety 
that he or she is experiencing. 

I would venture to suggest that some . 

of our "kosher" institutions of hiT,~l~: ~ 
education should offer social s~ 



It never occurred to Chani that she would 
one day have to rein in her warm, outgoing 

nature and present herself in a different 
light. It also never occurred to her that she 
would become a full-time emissary of her 

community, her every move being watched 
and considered by those around her. 

training for bnei Torah and bnos Yisroel 
in the workplace. I am not familiar with 
anyone who is offering such a service at 
this time, but I do think it would save a 
lot of young people a lot of aggravation. 
A little guidance could go a long way in 
maintaining healthy and halachically 
correct relationships in the workplace, 
as well as in creating the proper kiddush 
Hashem we are all striving for. 

Many of our young people find 
they have to reprogra1n then1selves -
like Chanie, for instance. She was the 
class "all-star" - bright, hard working, 
talented, great personality, impeccable 
middos, etc. It never occurred to her 
that she would one day have to rein in 
her war1n, outgoing nature and present 
herself in a different light. It also never 
occurred to her that she would become 
a full-time emissary of her community, 
her every move being watched and con
sidered by those around her. 

"It happens all the time;' says Sari, 
who works in the field of education with 

lifestyle as if you are some kind of mis
sionary. They don't want to hear our 
lengthy hashkafa lectures. They're just 
curious about some of our customs. If 
we answer them in a friendly and forth
right manner, it shows that we feel they 
are intelligent enough to understand. It 
makes a bigger kiddush Hashem than 
you can imagine." 

Many frum people in the workforce 
find that the "silent treatment" is also 
not productive. "Some of my friends," 
says Sori, "would rather avoid the ques
tions and the stares, so they withdraw 
completely from social interaction with 
their co-workers. They build an invisible 
wall around themselves, which people 
instinctively recognize. That certainly 
helps reduce the stares and the endless 
questions, but it also gives an appear
ance of snobbishness and even arro
gance." Eventually, the new employee 
becomes a social pariah. 

What works best for most people, 
it see1ns, is to maintain the proper 
balance. Be friendly, polite, open, and 
helpful - but never cross over the invis
ible line in the sand, the one that says 
we're different. 

a wide range of topics such as yichud, 
office chatter, tzenius, and, of course, 
the ubiquitous handshake. Once again, 
a course on proper speech and behavior 
would prove invaluable. As far as I am 
aware, no such class exists. Therefore, 
those who are entering the workforce 
would be well advised to consult with 
a rav privately, and to be prepared and 
educated well in advance of the first day 
at the office. 

Even in these areas, open con1n1u
nication works best. "I walked in to my 
boss's office on my first day at work;' 
says Avi, "and I explained to him the 
various rules I was con1mitted to living 
by. Yes, I ran the risk of being fired right 
then and there. After all, who needs a 
new employee ifhe comes with so many 
'issues'? But 1ny boss appreciated my 
candor and respected my beliefs. He 
knew what he was dealing with, come 
what may. And as for me, I felt I had 
covered as many awkward scenarios that 
I could possibly foresee. No surprises 
would await me." In the end, Avi had a 
long and productive relationship with 
his boss and spent fifteen years with 
that firm. 

THIS TIME, SHE KNOWS 

0 pen communication. Forth
rightness. Intelligent responses. 
Advanced preparation. These 

are the elements that make that transi-
tion into the "outside \vorld" easier. Now I! 

let's review the original scenario. This 
time, Chanie knows what to expect and 
has come to work well prepared. When 1' 

Michael introduces himself, he holds out , 

a group of non-Jewish colleagues. "You 
come out of the ladies' room mumbling 
the beracha of Asher Yatzar to yourself, 
and your co-worker is just staring at you 
trying to figure out what you're doing. 
Or, you have to explain why you are 
wearing a wig and why you can't join 
the office holiday party." 

his hand expecting a warm handshake 
MORE SERIOUS, in return. I: 

MORE COMPLEX This time, Chanie doesn't panic. ·' 
· · .. · ........ · .... · .... · · ...... · She smiles sweetly and politely says, 

W hen it comes to inter~gender "Ifs nice to meet you. My na1ne is I! 

KEEPING IT SIMPLE social situations, the issues Chanie. Sorry, but I don't shake hands , 
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · are more serious and much for religious reasons." End of conversa- ' 

M ost of the time, people respect more complex. There are stringent hala- tion. Michael may be taken aback for 1· 

the differences, especially if chos that dictate virtually every conceiv- a moment, but he'll respect Chanie's 
they are explained calmly and able situation. There are also a number space and will know better next time. r' 

intelligently. Ilana learned quickly that of excellent publications (I recommend Congratulations, Chanie. Your first day , 
it's best to keep it simple. "Don't try to "Nine to Five: A Guide to Modest atwork,andalreadyyoumadeyourvery 
prove yourself to anybody;' she says. Conduct for Today's Workplace," by own kiddush Hashem. ITil I 

Lon't prea~h -to- ot~ers ab~ut-y~ur-- --~abbi 5-hmuel N-eiman) which-dealwith ------------- - __d 
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YONOSON ROSENBLUM 

LETTER FROM JERUSALEM 

BLINDERS CALLED "YIHIYEH Tov" 

I
T IS SAID THAT JEWS ineachcountrytakeonsomeofthe 

national characteristics of their host countries. And it would 

appear that is true of Torah Jews in Israel, as well. Something 

of the "yihiyeh tov" ("it will be alright") attitude for which secular 

Israelis are famous has rubbed off on Israeli Chareidim. 

I have a friend who is a rash yeshiva of a yeshiva ketana in Jerusalem. He is American-born 

and his partner is Israeli-born. Recently I called him to speak to him about the impact of the 

threatened cut-off of all government funding for yeshivas ketanos on his institution and others 

like it. He told me that when the Supreme Court ruled two years ago that the government 

can no longer fund yeshiva ketanos, unless they fulfill part of the core curriculum required by 

the Education Ministry, he approached his partner in panic. His partner assured him that the 

government would never cut off funding, and he should stop worrying. 

The same thing had happened a few years earlier when all the secular parties were calling 

for dramatic reductions in child subsidy benefits. His partner assured him that it could never 

happen. But sure enough it did. 

Due to this attitude of "yihiyeh tov," our Knesset representatives too often themselves trying 

to marshal! their forces at one minute to midnight in response to a threat that has been looming 

for some time and could have been anticipated much earlier. 

RABBI ROSENBLl!M, WHO UVES IN JERUS.<\LEM, IS A CONTRIBUTING EDITOR TO TllE 

}EWfSll OBSERVER. HE IS ALSO DIRECTOR OF THE ISRAEU DIVISION OF AM f:CHAD, TllE 

AGtrDATll IS RAEL-INSPIRED EDUCATIONAL OllTRr,ACll EFFORT AND MEOIA RESOURCE. 
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The rapid growth of the Chareidi population is a 

great blessing. But it will present a whole host of 

new challenges - both internally and in our external 

relationships with the rest of Israeli society. 

I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

Child support payments are a good 
example. Had Chareidi MKs analyzed 
many of the reasons why those benefits 
were vulnerable, they might not have 
been so quick to vote to dramatically 
raise those benefits, and in such a way 
as to primarily benefit large Chareidi 
and Arab families - i.e., by increasing 
the per child amount for each succes
sive child. As soon as the secular MKs 
saw that it was possible to dramatically 
raise benefits that had been in place, 
with minor adjustments, for decades, 
they figured out that it is also possible 
to cut those benefits drastically. Tafasta 
meruba lo tafsta. An oversized grip 
never holds. 

Some awareness of the impact of 
large child subsidies and of world eco
nomic trends would have shown why 
they were vulnerable. By far, the larg
est beneficiaries of the child allow-
ance subsidies were Israeli Arabs, who 
outnumber Israeli Chareidim more 
than 2: 1. The subsidies constituted a 
1nassive incentive for large Arab families 
(often with multiple wives), and for 
such practices as registering Palestinian 
children as Israeli-born Beduins. That 
alone was a significant threat to Israel's 
demographic future, and an immense 
financial drain, as well. 

In recent years, economists have 
placed great emphasis on rates of labor 
force participation as a crucial deter
minant of a country's economic health 
and future prospects. Large child care 
benefits are widely viewed as disincen-

.1 tives to labor force participation. The 
trend is towards job-training and a 

I negative income tax for low-earning 
workers as a means of encouraging entry 

I ~~r~;:s1t~i~~l~~t~l:~~~;:;;~~~; 
I could have anticipated that a Treasury 

L ___________ _ 

Minister with training in economics) 
like Binyamin Netanyahu, was likely to 
make good on promises to dramatically 
cut child benefits. Such understanding 
could also spare us a lot of futile hopes 
that child benefits will return to their 
former levels. 

Child benefits are only one example 
of the need to anticipate future chal
lenges and develop strategies before it 
is too late. 

OF NUMBERS AND 

OPPORTUNITIES 

The rapid growth of the Chareidi 
population in Israel over the 
last 60 years is a nes nigla - an 

open, recognizable miracle. V\!hen Prime 
Minister David Ben-Gurion agreed to 
the military deferment for yeshiva stu
dents, there were only a few hundred 
post-high school yeshiva bachurim in 
the country. Not only did Ben-Gurion 
never anticipate the huge growth of that 
number, few in the Chareidi world were 
filled with optimism about the future 
of community. 

The small, highly committed group of 
bnei Torah who fell under the influence 
of the Chazon lsh has today multiplied 
into a community of tens of thousands 
of lomdei Torah. Most estimates place 
the size of the Chareidi community 
at over half a million souls. A recent 
study by the Education Ministry pro
jected that within five years, a full 30'Yo 
of Israeli students will be in Chareidi 
educational frameworks. 

Size has never been the principal 
measure of Chareidi society. Purity is 
our standard. From a pure core, size will 
come, Rabbi Eliyahu Dessler taught, but 
the opposite is not the case. And indeed, 
the rapid growth of the Chareidi popu
lation has immense ra1nifications for the 

internal well-being of the community. 
A community of 500-600,000 people is 
not just a core group of a few hundred 
intensely committed individuals writ 
large. It is something entirely different. 
Societal models that were appropriate 
for the intense core group will not serve 
all members of the vastly larger Chareidi 
society, which, in the very nature of 
things, includes individuals and families 
of a wide-range of abilities and spiritual 
commitments. It is unrealistic to think 
that one model will fit all. 

Rapid growth presents new chal
lenges not only for Chareidi society 
internally, but also in our relationship 
with the larger Israeli society. On the 
one hand, the projected growth of the 
Chareidi community would seem to 
guarantee that the political power of 
Chareidi parties will continue to grow. 
But on the other hand, the size of the 
community makes likely intensified 
confrontation with other elen1ents in 
Israeli society. As Chareidi political 
representation grows, it is possible 
that secular parties will overcome their 
own ideological differences and join 
together in order to restrain Chareidi 
political power. 

STRATEGY, BASED ON 

UNDERSTANDING OTHERS 

! 
! 
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0 ne of Rabbi Moshe Sherer's 
great strengths as a leader was 
his ability to understand the 

point of vie\v of potential adversaries or 
allies. That ability helped him analyze 
where compromise was possible and 
where efforts in that direction were 
unlikely to succeed. Some understand
ing of secular Israeli society today will 
similarly help the Torah community to 
chart a strategy. 

I 
I 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

As the Chareidi community grows 
from a minority of 10% of the popula
tion to 20o/o or even more, the chances 
that the secular majority will acquiesce 
in some form of de facto autonon1y 
for the Chareidi population decrease. 
Let us examine some of the possible 
areas of intensified confrontation in the i 

--------~ 
years ahead. 
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The biggest area of tension will likely 
be that of education and curriculum 
control. At least since 1967, the Israeli 
government has borne much of the cost 
for the Chareidi education system, while 
atten1pting to impose few curricular 
requirements. For their part, the gedolei 
Yisroel have always absolutely rejected 
giving a secular government any say 
in the methods or content of Chareidi 
education. 

So long as the Chareidi educational 
system constituted 10% of the overall 
educational system, one could hope 
that the government would continue 
to provide large-scale support without 
imposing any curricular requirements. 
But as the Chareidi educational system 
approaches 30% of the whole, it is fan
ciful to believe that that situation will 
just continue. 

And, indeed, it has not. In response 
to a series of lawsuits initiated by the 
Reform Movement in Israel, the Israeli 

It is true that the intellectual abilities 
that are honed by years of Talmud study 
are ultimately more important than the 
specific content learned in school, even 
for those Chareidi males who eventually 
enter the workforce. But that is a hard 
sell to Israeli policymakers, and the 
fact remains that many Chareidi males 
who decide at one stage or another to 
enter the workforce have to undergo a 
preparatory period involving subjects 
like math and English before they can 
begin training. 

The bottom line: Curricular issues 
are almost sure to become increasingly 
contentious in the years to come, and 
we need to not only brace ourselves 
now, but begin preparing strategies well 
in advance. 

IDF: 
SECURITY AND 

SOCIAL COHESION 

Supreme Court has issued a number of The draft deferment for yeshiva 
decisions designed to force the Chareidi students has long been one of the 
community to choose between govern- bitterest issues in eyes of secular 
ment financing and the imposition of Israelis. But until now, it could not be 
elements of a core curriculum developed argued that the draft deferment consti-
for all Israeli schools. The threatened luted a threat to the capabilities of the 
cut-off in funding to yeshivas ketanos is IDF. The IDF does not currently suffer a 
but the first salvo in that battle. manpower shortage. But if the Chareidi 

Even without the intervention of draft cohort jumps from 10-15%ofthe 
the Supreme Court, it is likely that the overall draft cohort to something closer 
government would have moved in the to 30%, as seems possible a decade or 
same direction. Israel's economic future two down the line, the situation will 
is largely dependent on brainpower and look considerably different. 
an educated workforce. No developed In addition to its crucial role in 
Western economy would calmly accept defending Israel from security threats 
a situation in which close to 20% of the on all sides, the IDF provides one of the 
school age population was not receiv- last sources of social cohesion remain-
ing a basic secular education. (Most ing in Israeli society. As long as only the 
Chareidi girls learn secular subjects chareidim and Arabs did not serve, their 
at a level comparable to their secular absence did not constitute a significant 
counterparts.) threat to the social glue provided by the 

It goes without saying that the goal IDF. But in recent years, the incidence 
of the Chareidi educational system, par- of draft avoidance among secular youth 
ticularly for boys, is to produce talmidei has skyrocketed, particularly among 
chachamim, not the hi-tech workers of the most affluent. The social glue is 

Q E N the future. Most Chareidi males stop fraying. 
SERVING BROOKLYN, U E S, all secular studies by the time of their High Chareidi and Arab birthrates 

STATEN ISLAND & MANHATTAN bar mitzvah, and even in the chadarim, mean that most of the Chareidi and 
they are unlikely to receive training in Arab populations are concentrated in 

WWW.Cha/lenge-ei.com English or computers, two crucial skills the younger age brackets. As a conse- I 

..... -~------------
----------m the globalecono~~·---- ---- qu~~ce, a-draftcohort1n-~h~h ~-5:J 
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of those eligible for military service are 
Chareidim and Arabs is foreseeable. 
When that happens, the whole ideal 
of universal military service will have 
been shattered. It will no longer be an 
issue of everyone serving, with only a 
few exceptions, but rather of half the 
country's draft age men serving and 
half not. 

As Defense Minister Ehud Barak 
recently put it to The New York Times' 
Steven Erlanger, "From the army of the 
people, the Israeli Defense Forces are 
gradually becoming the army of half 
the people. A soldier must not feel that 
when he goes to battle that in the eyes 
of part of the society he's a sucker:' 

For this reason, we can also expect 
to see the already bitter confrontations 
over the draft issue to become increas
ingly so in the years to come. 

SILENCE vs. 
SIGNIFICANCE 

There is one other area in which 
the rapid growth of the Chareidi 
population has immense impli

cations for us. Until now, the primary 
thrust of Chareidi political participa
tion has been to protect the interests 
of the community and to ensure that 
we can live as frum Jews. The Chareidi 
parties have consistently tried to avoid 
exercising the decisive votes on issues 
connected to security - in part, out of 
acknowledgment that the Chareidi com
munity will not bear the initial brunt of 
any war because of the army deferment 
for yeshiva students. 

That approach, however, is viable 
only so long as the Chareidi parties 
were relatively small - e.g., United Torah 
Judaism has never held more than seven 
seats in the 120 member Knesset. But as 
Chareidi political power grows in accord 
with our rapidly expanding population, 
it will become much more difficult to 
avoid speaking up on a wide variety 
of issues, including the life-and-death 
security issues. 

In addition, as a major segment of 
the total Israeli population, we will 
have to engage in a dramatic rethink
ing of our relationship to the secular 

THE JEWISH OBSERVER 

population, and, indeed, about what 
type of government we would seek for 
Israel, prior to biyas Hagoeil. Not since 
Dr. Isaac Breuer's has such a systematic 
effort been undertaken. 

In sum, the rapid growth of the 
Chareidi population is a great blessing. 
But it will present a whole host of new 
challenges - both internally and in our 
external relationships with the rest of 
Israeli society. The time has come to 
start thinking about those challenges 
and preparing ourselves. ~ 
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Uttered words can sometimes be more revealing than their speakers intend. They can be a source of deeper understanding'-some 
yielding smiles; others, tears. With the goal of mining contemporary quotations for insights, intended or otherwise, The Jewish 
Obseryer here continues its feature, "Of Public Record," which presents illuminating citations culled from various media. 

Of Public Record 
"Wow, we're going to lrave a 
.lelN!S/I person, What's going to 
hapPell? A111 lhe kids going to 
halffl .f(I pay tor lunch?" 
~Angie Vazquez, parent of 

a student at a South Eronx 
publit school, recalling her first 
reaction to the appointment as 
!?findpal ofShimon Waronker, 
an observa.nt Jew. She was 
later "won over'' by the new 
prindpal's performance, 
The New York Times, February8 

''Someolre could !lay llfllJ 

don't undBISland the humor." 
- .Simonas Gurevicius, executive 

director of the Jewish 
Community of Lithuania, 
explaining why members of 
Vi!na's Jewish community 
do not protest an annual 
celebration in. that country that 
includes the prac(ice of>'eiti 
zydukais,'-) or -'-'going as Jews" -
t!J.e wearing of masks with 
grotesque facial features, 
beards and payos 
Forward, February 8 

"One sociologist suggests that 50 
pen;ent of [those] concerned with 
.Jewi.sh life tmtY be Orthodox." 

- Steven Eayme, director of the 
American Jewish Committee's 
Department of Contemporary 
Jewish life, speculating about 
"who will be [the American] 
Jewish leaders in the year 
2050 .... who is going to be 
sufficiently concerned about 
Jewish community and Jewish 
peoplehood activities" 
Jewish Telegraphic Agency, 
February5 

"Baucher" 
- The Ger.man word for "smoker:' 

currently displayed, as "Jude" 
once was, on yellow stars, 
these on !-shirts.being sold .in 
protest of bans on smoking in. 
restaurants and bars: 
The Jerusalem Report, February 4 

"I .want.the dead to rest In peace.'' 
- Naples Chief Rabbi Pierpaolo 

Pinhas Punfurello, explaining his 
refusal to meet the mayor of the 
cityafter the fatter compared the 
lsraeJcPalestinian situation t\l 
the .Nazi occupation of Europe 
Jewish Telegraphic Agency, · 
January 29 

"May~ day come when neither 
of our sides knows such pain." 

- Noam Shalit, father of captive 
Israeli soldier Gilad Shalit, in a 
Jetter of condolence to a senior 
Hamas leader whose gunman 
son was killed by Israeli. forces 
near Gaza City 
Jewish TelegraphicAgency, 
January 17 

"So you c;1n be a rabbi-like dolllor." 
- Dr. Judah. Folkman's father, a 

rabbi, responding to his then7 

young son's announcem.ent that 
he would rather be a doctor 
than a rabbi. Dr. Folkman, on. 
whose revolutionary research 
several successful cancer-. 
fighting drugs are.based, was 
recently niftar. 
Jewish Telegraphic Agency, 
January 16 

111 l/llBS most Impressed that llflOPle, 
In the face of horror am/ evil, 
would not forsake their 6-d." 

- President George W. Bush, after 
emerging from Yad Vashem 
The New .York Times, January 12 

"We should have bombed It." 
- President George W. Bush, who 

"reportedly teared up;' speaking 
to Secretary Condoleeza Rice after 
viewing an aerial photograph of 
Auschwitz. at Yad Vashem 
The New York Sqn, January 15 

"a group otexrremlst sources 
who are trying to bdng other 
students bae/( to ltlllglon" 

- Officials of.the Ohel Shem 
public high school in Ramal 
Gan, assigning blame for what 
they termed a "provocation": 
students davening on school 
grounds during breaks 
Arutz-7, January 8 

"In Egypt, H's the way we pray; we 
probably hH our heads harder than 
most In order to get one ... people 
here like to show off lllelr piety." 

- Ahmed Fathalla, providing his 
take on the prevalence in his 
c9untry of the "zebiba," a dark 
circle or bump above the eyes, 
created when worshippers press 
their. foreheads to the ground 
during prayers 
The New York Times, 
De.cember 18, 2007 

TREATING THE SYMPTOM Dept. 
"Our pea/de don't have a 
senS!J otmlsslon." 

- Ron Wolfson, co-founder of 
"Synagogue 3000i' explaining 
why Reform leaders would 
do weH to follow the example 
of Christian "megachurches;' 
and .create services that feature 
"greeters:1-muSical performances 
and dancing 
Jewish. Telegraphic Agency, 
December 19 
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THE TORAH ANO HAFTAROS WITH AN INTERLINEAR 
TRANSLATION ANO A COMMENTARY ANTHOLOGIZED 

FROM THE RABBINIC WRITINGS 
Edited by RABBI MENACHEM DAVIS 

Join the tens of thousands who are thrilled with 
Each volume in the Interlinear Chumash features -
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Who can understand 
The conversation between 
The Rose and the Thorn? 

Rose: I am the dream, 
Hope, beauty, love, happiness -
Song of all joys of worlds, 
"Why" are we, opposite partners, 
Living on the same stem? 

Thorn: "Why," I also ask, 
Do I grow nothing but 
Daggers that sting, 
To hurt the whole world? 

But we are born 
From the same root -
It is the choice 
Of the One Up Above, 
Which cell will produce 
A Rose or a Thorn. 

He made us be born 
From the same root, 
Therefore, we exist 
On the same stem! 

Chassan and kalla 
Under the chupa, 
Joined by the One Above, 
Have rooted their union 
For love of all of life. 

For rejoicing in friendship, 
Their lives they entwined 
On the same stem of destiny -
Some cells of their lives will grow Roses, 
Others will bear Thorns. 

When they cease to ask "Why?" 
Their minds' eyes will conceive 
That Roses and Thorns of life 
All come from the same root -
The One Up Above. 

When they will 
Accept their lot, 
Though not understanding 
The "Why?" beneath it all, 

Then in some future, 
He will bless them 
From the Beraicha of Bina, 
From the well of understanding, 
Thus changing Thorns to Roses. 

For only He knows 
Answers 
To the "Whys" of life .... 



"Now we are slaves; 
next year we will be free," 
we proclaim at the 
Pesach Seder. 

This is cheirus, freedom, the over
arching theme of Pesach, the idea 
that defines the first of the three 

festivals. 
But there is another theme, perhaps 

even more fundamental to appreci
ating the significance of the season: 
geirus - conversion. The exodus from 
Egypt marks not only our emancipation 
from slavery but also our inception as 
a people. Although the 600,000 people 
who went out from Mitzrayim were all 
descendants of Avraham, Yitzchak, and 
Yaakov, it was on that first Passover that 
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ANO LECTURER, WAS THE FOUNDING EDITOR OF 

THE JEWISH OBSERVER. HE SERVED AS MENAHf:L 
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LECTCRES. His ARTICLE, "UND£RSTANDING l'HE 

F!FfEEN STEPS TO REDEMPTION,' APPEARED !N J() 

APRIL '07, 

Adapted fro~t' ~!Jl:ur 
RABBl~U 

we became an 'am lfako 
people. 

But it is not enough to simply remem
ber the exodus: In each generation, every 
person is obligated to see himself as if he 
personally went out from Egypt. It's a tall 
order to not only reenact, but recreate 
the experience of yetzias Mitzrayim. 
Indeed, it is virtually impossible without 
preparation, and that preparation begins 
six weeks before Pesach with the Arba 
Parshios, the four special Torah por
tions that usher us into the season of 
redemption: Shekalim, Zachar, Parah, 
and Chodesh. 

These four weeks are neither separate 
nor disconnected. Together they con
stitute a progression that, if observed 
correctly, enables us to derive the great
est possible benefit from the Festival 
of Freedom. 

1.ffe£Lf9.· 
FACILITATING YAAKOV'S 
FULFILLMENT 

I t was Hashem's original intention, 
explains the Ramchal, to create a 
universe in which the spiritual and 

the physical coexist without the slightest 
tension or disharmony.' According to 
this design, the flow of spirituality into 
the material world requires a physical 
vessel able to receive and hold the infu-
sion of kedusha. Ostensibly, the altar 
of the Mishkan or the Mikdash served 
this function. Ideally, the Jew himself 
becomes the altar of Hashem. 

An altar must be constructed and 
maintained physically before it can 
function spiritually. As the Mishnah says: 
"Im ein kemach, ein Torah- If there is no 
flour, there is no Torah!'' The spiritual 
survival of the Jewish nation requires, 
most fundamentally, the provision and 
maintenance of material resources. 

From the very beginning, the Jewish 
people understood this principle implic
itly. Zevulun worked to support the 
Torah study of Yissachar, just as the 
whole nation donated the priestly tithes 
to support the spiritual service of the 
Kohanim and Leviim.J And even earlier, 

* 25 Adar l, 5746, Yeshivas Ohr Yaakov, Zichron 
Yaakov 
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Yaakov and Eisav were to have had a 
similar relationship, with Eisav, the man 
of the field, supporting the spiritual 
pursuits of Yaakov, the one who dwells 
in the tents of Torah study. 4 

But Eisav's rejection of that part
nership necessitated a change of plan. 
Yaakov would have to shoulder both 
burdens - the material support and 
the spiritual service.5 That dual mission 
would pose such enormous challenges 
to the descendants of Yaakov that, by 
virtue of the natural limitations of the 

Tanchuma 11; Ba111idbar 18,21-24 
4 Bereishis 25,27 (and Rashi ad foe); 
Sejbrno on Bereishis 27,29-28,4 
5 Seforno loc cit 

physical world, they could not possibly 
succeed. Only supernatural effort and 
merit could keep the Torah alive. 

This is the significance of the battle 
between Yaakov and the malach, identi
fied by the Sages as the guardian angel 
of Eisav.'' Although Yaakov ultimately 
prevailed over the malach, the contest 
left him wounded in the hollow of his 
thigh. This injury of the lower extremi
ties, the more physical part of the body 
adjacent to the organs of reproduction, 
alludes to a future conflict regarding 
the role that was originally intended 
for Eisav. 

6 Rashi on 32,25 fron1 Bereishis Rabba 77:3 

For careful attention to your 
individual needs, call us today! 

(845) 354-8445 

And so, the Sages describe Yaakov's 
injury with the expression noga 
be'tamchin deOraissa - a defect in the 
support of Torah. They foresaw that the 
day would come when those Jews pos
sessing the material means of support
ing Torah institutions would no longer 
recognize their responsibility to do so, 
when their respect for Torah scholars 
would diminish to such an extent that 
they no longer consider themselves 
partners in Torah survival.7 

In such a generation, Yaakov Avinu 
limps. And yet, although he limped away 
from his confrontation with Eisav's mal
ach, Yaakov returned sholeim - intact -
from his encounter with Eisav himself. If 
so, what inust we do to enable Yaakov's 
recovery in our generation? 

HARMONY OF THE 

MATERIAL & THE SPIRITUAL 

Rimbam offers a solution. In the 
enerations since the destruction 
f the Beis Hamikdash, the Tribe 

of Levi has redefined its role from min
istering as priests to serving as scholars 
and teachers of the Jewish people. And 
it is not only those Jews born into the 
Levitical tribe who have donned this 
mantle, but all who devote themselves 
exclusively to Torah study that have the 
responsibility to teach their brethren 
through words and through example.' 

When a Torah scholar conducts him
self lifnim mishuras hadin, by uphold
ing the spirit as well as the letter of the 
law - when he speaks pleasantly with 
all people, when he shows concern for 
them and greets them cordially no mat
ter what their station, when he offers 
no insult and conducts himself impec
cably in business, when he performs 
his mitzvos 1neticulously and carries 
himself with dignity - then, promises 
Rambam, his fellow Jews cannot help 
but be drawn to him and to the Torah 
that is the guiding influence in every 
aspect of his life.9 

And if we find that those of our 
I
I 

fellow Jews who are not immersed in 

7 See Zohar, Bere1~hfr; 17 la I 
8 Ramban1, H1hhrn She1111tta Vevoved 13· J 3 

1 
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Torah and mitzvos are not inspired to be 
partners in the support of Torah, then 
the community of scholars must accept 
much of the responsibility upon itself, 
and must rededicate itself to the task of 
kiddush Hashem. 

Herein lies an understanding of the 
first step in rebuilding the altar of 
Hashem, the foundation of which is 
secured only through the contribution 
of material resources - shekalim. In 
contributing to the literal and figurative 
foundations of the Mishkan, every Jew 
was equal to every other Jew. Only in this 
way, through the harmonious combina
tion of the material and the spiritual, can 
the service and the sanctification of the 
Jewish people become complete. 

We find this very ideal expressed in 
the Yotzros, the liturgical poems added 
by many congregations to the service of 
Parshas Shekalim: 
Who can surmise the numbers of 

those "counted ones," 
Who are not countable through 

any kind of lottery? 
Hashem struck a covenant with 

them from then, from the 
time of that census, 

That there should never be lacking 
from their number a basic blend .... 
Whether through war or plague or 

pogrom, Hashem has promised that 
there will never be fewer than the num
ber of Jews who left Mitzrayim. Yet this 
number comprises not the total count 
of the Jewish population, but the num
ber of "counted ones," those marked 
by tbeir commitment to Torah, the 
basic blend of Zevuluns and Yissachars 
\.vho serve as partners to ensure the 
material and spiritual survival of the 
Jewish nation. Within the context of this 
partnership, money becomes as kadosh 
as Torah itself. 
And if from those counted ones 

there will be left only a few, 
Their number would never fall 

below 600,000 marked ones. 
And even in times of vulnerability to 

epidemic or violence from above, 
These counted ones can be 

redeemed through the atonement 
of silver. 

T H E JEWISH OBSERVER ----==~~==~===-i 
When a Torah scholar conducts himself lifnim 

mishuras hadin, by upholding the spirit as 

well as the letter of the law ... then, promises 

Rambam, his fellow Jews cannot help but 

be drawn to him and to the Torah that is the 

guiding influence in every aspect of his life. 

I 
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For the achievement of true atone
ment, however, both Zevulun and 
Yissachar must be worthy. Who can 
count the millions wasted in the name 
of Jewish philanthropy to build so many 
balloon-like institutions? And who bears 
responsibility for the money donated for 
scholars who fail to conduct themselves 
as genuine Yissachars? 

Both givers and receivers must accept 
responsibility. When money is given and 
received with purity of purpose as the 
foundation of authentic Torah institu
tions, it elevates the giver, the receiver, 
and the money itself to the highest level 
of kedusha, tilting the scales of Divine 
judgment and hastening the completion 
of the third and final Beis Hamikdash. 

Always positioned at the outset of 
Adar, the month in which we celebrate 
the holiday of Purim, Parshas Shekalim 
prepares the way for our proper appre· 
ciation of the national redemption we 
com1ne1norate in that n1onth. It is no 
coincidence, therefore, that our reenact
ment of the contribution of shekalim in 

MAR<.:U 2 0 0 8 

the desert falls out in this season. Indeed, 
it was those very shekalim, donated by 
the Jews toward the construction of the 
Mishkan, that generated the merit that 
saved the Jewish people from the silver 
offered by Haman to destroy them.'" 

II.~~ 
THE BATTLE FOR 

MORAL CLARITY 

But material resources provide 
only the first step. Without Torah 
guidance, a Jew cannot differenti

ate between right and wrong, between 
good and evil. This is the battleground 
of Eisav's grandson Amaleik, the nation 
that risked annihilation for the sole 
purpose of sewing doubt among the 
nations of the world and in the minds 
of the Jewish people. As with modern 
day terrorists (who learned their tactics 
from Amaleik's suicide attack upon the 
Jews in the desert), there can be no peace 

10 Megilla 13b 

with any ideology that would rather die 
than bow before Malchus Shamayim. 

But today we don't know how to 
identify Amaleik, since the Assyrian 
king Sancherev scattered the nations 
and confused their ethnic origins. 11 

How, then, to carry on the battle against 
Amaleik? 

Our world today contains no 
shortage of nations eager to carry on 
Amaleik's military campaign against the 
Jewish people. And just as there could 
be no compromise with those intent 
upon our annihilation then, sin1ilarly is 
compromise with those determined to 
annihilate us now an irrational dream. 
We must be prepared to fight for our 
survival, to take up arms to defend 
ourselves and our land, to recognize 
the enemies that threaten our existence 
and not be seduced by false promises 
of peace. 

But it is the irrationality of the dream 
that poses the greater threat. It is the 
cultural attack from the more subtle 
---···~---.- -------·----·--
11 Berachos 28a 
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The Torah makes us a promise: 

if we make the effort, we can find such 

resources of internal power that when 

we face the obstacles of the soul, we will 

muster the strength to rebuild ourselves. 

So thought Rabbi Yehoshua, until 
he discovered the ancient records of 
Yavneh, wherein he learned that even I 
if all the members of the Jewish nation I 
would render themselves defiled, a single i 
tahor could come and purify them all. I 

Rabbi Meir Shapiro (of Lublin) I 
explains that Rabbi Yehoshua had origi- f 

nally believed that only when the power I 
of the spiritual exceeds the power of the I 

descendants of Eisav who, instead of in the milchamas hayeitzer, the war for physical can it prevail. Yavneh, not only 
1

1 

striving to bite us to death, feign broth- spiritual purity; tahara must be 100%, through its writings but through its very 
erhood in hope that they may kiss us to or it remains tuma. We must recognize existence, disproved this assumption. / 
death. 12 It is the cultural assault from and acknowledge our own shortcom- Faced by the inevitable destruction 

1 

the culture of secularism that seeps into ings, then labor feverishly to correct of Yerushalayim, Rabban Yochanan ben I 

every facet of society, from literature them all. Zakkai won the favor of the Emperor / 
and music, from movies and what today But the battle seems pitched against Vespasian, whom he asked to grant I 
passes for art. True, Chazal tell us there us. With so much impurity in the the Yeshiva of Yavneh and its sages 

1

.

1

! 
is wisdom among the nations. u But we vvorld, how can we keep ourselves pure immunity from Roman interference. 
must be ever watchful for the insidious without withdrawing, like monastic Imagine Vespasian's astonishment when, I 
messages of modern society that seek to monks, and hiding ourselves from the after having offered Rabban Yochanan I 
infiltrate and confuse the clear thinking outside world? anything he desired, the rabbi asked for 

1

f 

of the Torah mind. The self-hating Jews, This was the question of Rabbi an insignificant academy in an obscure 
the apologists, the moral equivocators, Yehoshua ben Kavsvi when he contem- village." How Vespasian must have 

1
1 

and the halachic revisionists are among plated the mitzvah of Para Aduma. ,., laughed up his sleeve when he consented 
1 

those who, no matter how sincere, have The Torah's description of the process, to Rabban Yochanan's request. I 
been won over by the seductive cultural whereby one who is tahor sprinkles the Four centuries later, the Roman I 

1 
terrorism of Amaleik. ashes of the red cow to purify one who Empire had crumbled, while the I 

I Zachar - remember Amaleik, for is tamei, seems to imply a one-to-one Babylonian Talmud was on the brink !I 

I what they did and for what their phi- equation: one tahor is necessary to of producing an explosion of Torah 

I 
losophy of ambivalence continues to try purify one tamei. If that would be so, scholarship throughout the Jewish ! 

Il

l to do. As zealous as we must be in our the impurity of the outside world would Diaspora. The little Yeshiva of Yavneh 
11
f 

war against external enemies, we must seem unconquerable. had secured the future of Torah survival, 
devote even greater passion to the battle -------- I 

14 Eicha Rabba 2 15 Citrin 56 I for moral clarity and integrity. 
1 I 
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! I 
\ and the immeasurable might of Rome natural human cycle of optimism and look, a new hope that we will overcome I 
. had vanished. pessimism, of idealism and cynicism, of the difficulties of the future as we have I 
I Similarly, the internal purity of con- enthusiasm and emotional paralysis.16 overcome the difficulties of the past. [ 
! duct and conviction ofa single Jew will And when we fall into the dark side of With this sense of inner renewal, we are I 
\ inexorably bring a hundred Jews closer the cycle, we forget that the wheel will finally ready for Pesach; we are ready to I 
I to the Torah heritage of which they have turn and that we will eventually find accept the yoke of Torah and the cha!- I 
I been dispossessed. our way back into the light. lenges of freedom once again. • 
[ IV. /)' /'O ~ /'.. Whereas the nations of the world are The Torah makes us a promise: if I 
I U..:5JOae~.· compared to the sun, shining brightly we make the effort, we can find such . 
I for their brief moment before disap- resources of internal power that when I 
I
. THE GIFT OF RENEWAL pearing forever, the Jewish people are we face the obstacles of the soul, we will I 

I
• · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · compared to the moon, snbtly changing, muster the strength to rebuild ourselves, I [ H u1nan beings are not static. We growing bright, ditninishing, seem- to become fresh, to be fresh, to count . 

I ~~~~~~~'.:t7ii~:.~; b:c~ving ~~10:~ r::;;e!ii~:~;,::e~g~i~~,P~:~;~ ~~~~~:t;~r ~~~~ ~~;h~~u~~:e~~~~; \ 
I Jews are no exception. Having laid month, every chodesh, is a season of nation 33 centuries ago, and for whom I 
1

1

: the material foundations for spiritual his'chadshus, renewal. The new moon He will redeem us again. 1· 

growth, having identified and taken reminds us not only that there is always And so the piyut of the Yotzros 
I action against our external enemies, more for us to accomplish, but that the concludes: I 
I whether physical or philosophical, and darkness of the spirit will inevitably How precious to me are those I 
I having labored to refine and perfect our pass. 18 counted ones, ! 
. inner character, we dare not believe that "Hachodesh hazeh lachem - this Those who are counted and who [ 
I we have finished the job. With each new month is for you," says the Torah." It allow themselves to be counted. I 
I victory, with each new achievement in is not the Torah that needs renewal, but Guard those who are counted, whether I 
\ spiritual growth, we face new challenges we ourselves: a new heart, a nevv out- I I and new obstacles. _________________________________________ .. ____________ consciously or unconsciously; 

1 
: 16 Rabbi Shlon10 Wolbe 7':.lt in A lei Shor, Keep watch over and mark those I 

j Reality is a cruel re1ninder. Rabl1einu froni S£:fi?r Ha.vashar ivho would be marked and I 

I Tani describes the hun1an condition of 17 Shemos Rahha 15 · 
leave their mark, I 

I the yemei ahava and the yeniei sina, the 18 Se.fas Emes on Porsha.\· Bo 
[ 19 Shrn10s 12, l That they should all bow to You. !lil 1 
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ACHDUS IN THE AFTERNOON 

M uch has been written about 
the fractious nature of Jewry. 
So much so that one may be 

excused for wondering where and when 
one can experience achdus in any forn1. 
Personally, I found it right in front of 
me, though I had not noticed it for the 
longest time. 

But first let me tell you about some
thing that I treasure: my weekday work
place Mincha minyan. Like many of 
its kind) it convenes in a comn1ercial 
district, and affords me the opportunity 
to daven the tefilla with a tzibbur. Our 
sages tell us ( Orach Chayim 90:9) that 
Hashem listens to the tefillos of a tzibbur 
in a qualitatively different manner than 
to the tefillos of an individual. This fac
tor is particularly valuable for Mincha, 
the afternoon prayer, which has the most 
limited window of opportunity to be 
recited, roughly between a short time 
after midday until dusk. Complicating 
matters is the reality that for most 
working people, ze'man Mincha usually 
falls during the middle of the workday, 
making it a challenge just to make time 
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to daven, let alone daven with a minyan. 
Adding yet another degree of difficulty 
is that during the winter months, when 
the evening deadline can come well 
before the workday ends, one has no 
choice but to find time - someti1nes 
even "steal" time - just to be able to 
fulfill this obligatory mitzvah. Given 
these daunting circun1stances1 having 
access to a minyan in which to daven 
Mincha is invaluable. 

One particularly noteworthy fea
ture of my weekday Mincha minyan 
is something that is probably char
acteristic of most weekday Mincha 
minyanim. I would guess that most 
business districts, particularly in the 
large cities with sufficiently substantial 
populations of observant Jews that can 
sustain a weekday Mincha minyan, are 
not peopled by one specific kind of Jew. 
More likely, the jobs in these areas are 
held by Modern Orthodox Jews and 
yeshivish Jews, Sefardi and Ashkenazi, 
and in some places, Chassidishe Jews, as 
well as less- or non-observant Jews. 

I would speculate that this interac
tion of "types" of Orthodox Jews that 
occurs in a weekday Mincha minyan is, 
for most of the participants, unusual. 
As a general matter, most people tend 
to live among those who are like them. 
While the non-Jewish or non-Orthodox 
world might view us all as very similar 
(our general failure to likewise do so 

being something worth pondering), 
most Orthodox Jews recognize differ
ences, both subtle and obvious, in our 
various ca1nps. (So1ne of us even make 
a fetish of enumerating and cataloging 
these distinctions.) These differences are 
reflected in values, worldviews, minha-
gin1, nus' chaos, even things as basic as 
clothing. Living in communities oflike
minded people, most of us do not come 
into regular contact with other types of 
Jews, even other types of ft-um Jews. 

And therein, behind that premise of 
presumed homogeneity, lies my modest 
idea for fostering a little more ahavas 
Yisroel. When ten Jewish men of a 
halachic majority age assemble in an 
office, conference room, warehouse, 
or any other locale where a weekday 
Mincha minyan meets, they implicitly 
recognize the worth of every "type" of 
Jewish male who is over the age of 13. 
Every member of the minyan is as valu-
able and necessary to the undertaking 
of tefilla betzibbur as the next man - no 
matter how he is dressed, what nusach 
he may daven, how accented or polished 
his English may be, or what his thoughts 
on various theological questions (e.g., 
college, Israel) may be. Consider how 
many opportunities we have to den1-
onstrate snch solidarity. That we can I 
come together to daven speaks well of 

1 
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circu1nstances, for achdus. 
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A LAUNCHING PAD 

FOR AHA VAS YlSROEL 

Why not take that event and 
make it an even greater 
opportunity to foster aha

vas YisroeP. Why not take a son (or 
daughter) to work one day - perhaps 
during the summer when school is out, 
or during a school-year break - and 
bring him (or her) to a weekday Mincha 
minyan? What better opportunity to 
show him or her how observant Jews of 
all backgrounds are capable of uniting 
for a sacred purpose - to communicate 
with our Creator. Why not show him (or 
her) how that different Jew is just as con
cerned with tefilla, and tefilla betzibbur, 
as Jews like you are. Perhaps that other 
"type" of Jew will bring his child and 
show him that you are no different either, 
that you value davening, davening with 
a minyan, "even" with people like him? 
In this way, each participant would affir
matively demonstrate to each other, and 
their children, that they do not merely 
tolerate each other, but rather actively 
collaborate on a holy endeavor. 

To stand for those ten or so minutes is to witness 
something subtly, sublimely magical: a simple, 

straightforward demonstration of an elementary 
proposition of Yiddishkeit - that every Jew counts. 

servant, unaffiliated Jew cares enough 
to come to minyan so that he can say 
Kaddish, and that this person also 
makes up part of your minyan as much 
as anyone else in the room. To show a 
child that a Jew, who, whether because 
of upbringing or choice, may not be 
shon1eir many mitzvos, will still come 
in and add his presence, his neshama, to 
create the halachic quorum that allows 
everyone present to say Kedusha, answer 
"Yehei Shemei rabba ... ;·to say Kaddish, 
to be credited with tefi//a betzibbur and 
the special appreciation that Hashem 
accords such prayer. 

purpose, we can do great things, our 
whole being greater than the sum of 
our individual selves. 

To stand for those ten or so minutes, 
five afternoons per week, moments in 
which barriers come down, if only tem
porarily, is to witness something subtly, 
sublimely, magical: a simple, straightfor
ward demonstration of an elementary 
proposition of Yiddishkeit- that every 
Jew counts. !z;) 
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One might think that this proposal 
would address the need of fostering 
achdus in the frum community, which 
is a tall order in and of itself. In fact, 
this idea carries the potential to extend 
into the farthest reaches of the collec
tive Jewish world. It is a reality of many 
weekday Mincha minyanim in business 
districts that one will often observe a 
less observant Jew - sometimes totally 
unaffiliated - come in to say Kaddish for 
a parent or other close relative, either 
during the year of mourning or even 

I don't presume that such an under
taking will generate automatic under
standing of differences in worldviews 
and other values that characterize 
present-day Jewry. In fact, though I've 
davened in the same workday Mincha 
minyan for a number of years, I have 
not developed deep friendships with 
other congregants. What I have devel
oped, though, is an appreciation for the 
collective Jewish corpus, a realization 
that we have so much in common, as 
Bnei Avraham, Yitzchak, and Yaakov, 
such that when we assemble for Divine 
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on a Yahrzeit. These people are often 
easy to spot, based on their appearance 
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MISHENICHNAS ADAR - TIME FOR JOY -- I 

CELEBRATING MIRACLES 

H shen1 chose wine as the catalyst 
o spark the miracles of Purim. 

10 celebrate these miracles, we 
have a 1nitzvah to drink \vine until we 
confuse the difference between Haman, 
who is cursed, and Mordechai, who is 
blessed. This mitzvah needs explanation. 
First, drunkenness is contrary to the 
spirit of Jewish life and religious con
duct. Second, before we can ever hope 
to achieve confusion -properly, accord
ing to halacha - we must know clearly 
the true difference between Mordechai 
and Haman. 

Ghazal (Megilla 14a) teach us that 
when Achashveirosh removed his ring 
and gave it to Haman, this act was 
more effective in inspiring heartfelt 
reliance and return to Hashem than 
all the prophecies and warnings of our 
forty-eight prophets and seven prophet-

RABI\! FURST, WHO IS MASH<.;JACH Ruc1-/ANI IN 

KtH.LEL RllACH CHAIM, IS AUTHOR OF NHS/VOS 

CHAIM - THE TORAH WAY OF t/Ff: SERIES (THUS 

FAR, ON BERL:JS/-1/S AND 5/-IE.'l-JOS) BASED ON THE 

MOTZA'EI SHAIJ/HJS LECTURES OF RABBI CHAIM 

PINCHAS 5CHEINBERG. HE IS A fREQllENT CON

TRHHJTOR TO THESE !'AGES, MOST RECENTLY WITH 

"THE Louo AND Cl.EAR MESSAGES OF /,ASJHJN 

RABBI SttLOMO FURST 

Based on lectures of 
Rabbi Chaim Pinchas Scheinberg "-~, 
presented Motza'ei Shabbos Parshas Ki Sisa 
(Purim Meshulash) 5754 in his yeshiva, 
Torah Ore, in Yerushalayim 

esses. The transferal of the king's ring 
gave Haman absolute power to do as 
he hatefully pleased. Haman embod
ied wealth, glory and power. He had 
everything one could possibly want in 
the world - except the Jews. In spite of 
all Haman's plans, all his resources and 
all his hatred, he failed to accomplish 
his goal of destruction. Haman, how
ever, did achieve what the prophets did 
not accomplish - a renewed kabbalas 
ha1brah, an enduring affir1nation and 
acceptance of Torah. 

pleasures and achieve unexpected levels 
of excellence in Torah, middos and mitz
vos. Obviously, a thoughtful individual, 
despite the tremendous influence of 
the \vorld's pleasures, can realize that 
commitment to pleasure seeking is 
not what life is all about, and that self-
gratification is a path to destruction. 

THE PARADOX OF PLEASURE 

P
urim is a confrontation between 
two exceptional personalities. 
Haman was a mastermind. His 

plot to destroy stemmed from great 
intelligence. His downfall was a result 
of his arrogance and pride. In contrast, 
Mordechai possessed wisdom and faith, 
culled from a life of Torah. Mordechai 
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was a builder. Ha1nan \Vas a destroyer. I 
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Haman's demise resulted in a grand, 
unparalleled success. Amazingly, even 
some of Haman's grandchildren con
verted. Ghazal (Gitlin 57b) tell us that 
they ultimately devoted themselves 
to learning Torah in Bnei Brak! As 
puzzling as this may be, we should 
not be surprised. Life consists of two 
forces, construction and destruction. 
When these opposite forces merge, life 
becomes confusing. We all experience 
aspects oflife that build and aspects that 
destroy. Success can sometimes eventu
ally cause failure. From ruins, renewal 
and redemption can spring forth. Our 
own ba'alei teshuva are living examples 
of this process. In many cases, they 

the means that Hashem chose to carry 
out the demise of Haman and promote 
the renovvn of Mordechai. Wine has 
remarkable dual properties. Wine can 
induce euphoria, and wine can bring 
misery. When people are sad, wine will 
cheer them up and can intensify joy. 
It all depends on how much wine one 
drinks. If taken in moderation, it is won- \ \ HARA," Dr:c. 'o7. en1erge from the shameful pits of earthly 
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derfol. lt gives a lift. If taken excessively, 
Heaven forbid, it causes drunkenness 
and ruin, shame and injury. 

Wine brought death into the world. 
According to the Medrash Rabba 
(Bereishis 19:5), the eitz hada'as was a 
vine of grapes. On the other hand, dur
ing the miracles of Purim, wine saved 
our lives. The miracle of wine is that it 
mimics the reality of life - drunken
ness. This is the lesson of Purim, taught 
especially with and through wine. We, 
too, can experience the miracle of wine, 

OBSERVER 

is appetizing, but if we indulge, we can 
suffer from indigestion - or worse -
for constant overeating is unhealthy. 
Indulgence, if not checked by reason, 
can lead to chronic illness. The lure of 
immediate pleasure convinces the mind 
to ignore any harmfol consequences. We 
must realize the paradox of pleasure: 
Pleasure is temporary - its damage is 
permanent. This is life. 

TRUE LIGHT 

when used in moderation; alternatively, p urim pitted the royal decadence of 
we can sink into chaos if it is misused. Achashveirosh's feast against the 
We must be cautious, for the yeitzer Torah and its way oflife. Haman's 
hara tempts us with the thought of harsh decree of extermination was a 
pleasures, which have very little lasting response to Kial Yisroel'sparticipation in 
benefit and in essence are meaningless. the Feast of Achashveirosh. Deliberately, 
Exaggerated by the imagination, an his royal pleasures tempted us for one 
image is presented of something that is hundred and eighty days - conclud-
wonderful and appetizing - everything ing with another seven days of private 
that a person could want. The superficial festivities reserved for his capital city 
illusion becomes perfectly clear, for the of Shushan. Entertainment became a 
prospect of physical pleasure glorifies lifestyle. "Living it up" caused the decree 
it. Hence, the dangers of misusing this of destruction and the darkness of hester 
world's pleasures are neither recognized panim. We lost Hashem's favor because 
nor considered. we strayed from the Torah's way of life. 

Obsessed with olam hazeh, people The light of Torah had dimmed in our 
lose their sense of purpose and direc- eyes. The glitter of this world's pleasures 
tion. Around and around, people circle became more attractive than the radi-
from one sip of this world's pleasures ance of Torah. 
to the next. Finally, in a dizzy, they Torah, however, emerged supreme. 
crash - never realizing that life has a The Gemara (Shabbos 88a) discloses that 
noble purpose. People turn to drugs prior to the miracle of Purim, there was 
to deaden their seichel (intelligence); an element of coercion in our original 
they suspend their common sense and kabbalas ha Torah. Har Sinai was held 
rational thinking. Unshackled from their over our heads in order to induce us 
sense of responsibility, they feel free to to accept the Torah. Since our original 
do whatever they wish. They would kabbalas ha Torah was not wholehearted, 
never allow themselves such liberties worldly interests could lure us away 
without the influence of drugs - they from the life of Torah. After the miracles 
would feel guilty and ashamed. Drugs of Purim, we willingly accepted the 
provide an excuse for their behavior. Torah. Tosafos, on this Gemara, explains 

The world's enticements, like wine, that it was possible because of our "love 
will invariably prevail over their intelli- over the miracle of Purim." The miracle 
gence,creating a state of confosion from caused such gratitude and devotion to 
what should be clarity. The purpose of Hashem that our hearts could clearly see 
life will be lost. When drunk, one cannot the light of Torah - to know exactly 
sense what is safe or what is dangerous, how much it means for our success 
what death is and what life is. Once and survival. Without any doubts, we 
seichel ceases to function, it cannot understood that Torah is the essence 
protect the person from harm. This is and the purpose of our lives. 
destruction. Pleasures are very tempting, Purim initiated a new kabbalas haTo-
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, Life is our choice ... Wine, when used correctly, 'I 

relationship between Kial Yisroel and r I h d d h 
Hashem. We realized and appreciated can en 1ven & e evate - as appene to Mor ec ai. I 
the significance of Torah to our lives. On the other hand, when misused, wine can i 
The passuk (Melligas Esther 9,27) testi- sadden & destroy - which is exactly what I 
fies, "The Jews affirmed and accepted I 
upon themselves ... ;' which means, happened to Haman. 
"They affirmed what they had already 
accepted:' learning, so much so, that it becomes shall rejoice with all the goodness that [ 

Ghazal ( Yalkut Shimoni; Mishlei, a joy. This happens when we delve so Hashem, your G-d has given you ... ",is II, 

remez 954) teach us that Purim will completely - with such interest - that that Hashem is the "source of all good." 
always endure. This new kabbalas ha To- the truth becomes clear. Henceforth, The Ohr Hachaim also explains that I,· 

rah is forever. There was light for the the words of Torah become sweet and this ultimate goodness refers to Torah, 
Jews: the light of Torah -Torah in its a delight to learn. for Ghazal (Pirkei Avos 6:3) teach us, I 
full reality. One cannot experience a Just before reciting the "Shema, " '"Torah and goodness are synonymous: [ 
kiymu vekiblu if one craves this world. we make a fervent plea to Hashem, If people would experience the sweet-
As long as one yearns for pleasures, one "Instill in our hearts to understand ness and pleasantness of Torah, they 
will never reach excellence in Torah. and expound upon, to listen, learn, would be enthralled and they would 
The Vilna Gaon (Evven Sheleima 2:9) teach, safeguard, perform and fulfill run after it. A world's worth of gold and 
has said, "It is not possible to serve all the words of Your Torah's teaching silver would be as nothing before their 
Hashem except after the elimination of with love." Our prayer continues with eyes - for the Torah contains all the 
worldly desires and pleasure ... and it yet another request for an even greater goodness in the world. Torah inclndes 
is impossible to sense the sweetness of spiritual attainment, "Enlighten onr everything that is good in the world." 
Torah except through discomfort and eyes in Yonr Torah:' We ask for more: The passuk uses the expression "all" -
restraint:' "That our hearts shall cleave to Yonr everything. It is impossible to believe 

LASTING JOY 

Asincere approach and a clear 
understanding of our daily 
prayers will counteract the false 

and shallow distractions of this world's 
pleasures. Each 1norning we recite Birkas 
ha Torah, a daily acknowledgement that 
we are «comn1anded to engross our
selves in the words of Torah." The 
1nitzvah is not si1nply to learn. We inust 
be engrossed and preoccupied with onr 

commandments:' Finally, we ask that that any physical pleasnre- a chocolate 
"our hearts be unified to love and fear bar, a dinner or a vacation - embodies 
Your Name" - a request that \Ve attain goodness! True) the moment's fleeting 
a loyal relationship with our Creator, pleasure is undeniable, but rationally, 
so exclusive that all worldly concerns we should realize that the craving for 
simply fail to interest us. the next time certainly lasts longer than 

The pleasure of learning Torah dis- the pleasnre itself. 
pels all longings for fleeting, material 
enjoy1nents. Existence becomes life, real 
living - freedom from the pursuit of 
pleasure and happiness. Ohr Hachaim 
Hakodesh explains that the message 
of the passuk (Devarim 26,11), "You 

CELEBRATING LIFE 

Q azal (Shabbos 152a) teach us 
hat as talmidei chachamim 
eco1ne older, they gain more 
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stability of mind. Knowing that they 
have done what they should have done 
gives them peace of mind. They have 
no guilt feelings, doubts or confusion. 
They are happy with their lives. In con
trast, when people who hunger for the 
pleasures of this world get older, they 
realize that their previous thrills can no 
longer excite them. They become more 
confused and worried. They realize that 
they lived a life of emptiness, triviality 
and foolishness. Sadly, it is too late. 

Life is our choice. In the words of 
Megillas Esther (8,16), "For the Jews 
had light and gladness, and joy and 
honor." Chazal teach us that light is 
referring to Torah. This is the miracle 
of Purim: Wine produced clarity, ela
tion and life, and at the same time, wine 
caused confusion, oblivion and death. 
The mitzvah of Purim is to confuse the 
difference between baruch Mordechai 
and arur Haman - to realize that this 
is the reality of life. Wine, when used 
correctly) can enliven and elevate - as 
happened to Mordechai. On the other 
hand, when misused, wine can sadden 
and destroy - which is exactly what 
happened to Haman. 

This was Purim: olam hazeh against 
Torah. We all face this battle. Sometimes 
people forsake learning because they 
prefer an affluent lifestyle. The prospect 
of enjoying all sorts of foods, furnish
ings, and gratifications is very tempt
ing. Luxuries beco1ne necessities, and 
if a person is not affluent enough to 
have them, or does not desire them -
something is wrong with him. On the 
contrary, it is the greatest advantage to 
be free from all these things - and their 
temptations. The joy of learning Torah 
and the beauty of Torah life shines far 
brighter and further than the false glitter 
of this world. 

. give true life and true simcha. Puri1n, just 

The days of Purim are for feasting and 
festivity, a time to enjoy this world. 

On Purim, we drink wine .... Wine 
is a wonderful thing. It can make a 
person happy, but at the same time, it 
can make a person drunk - and all that 
one ate comes spewing out. Likewise, if 
one abuses life, turning a/am hazeh into 
a feast of gashmiyus, then life, like the 
stomach of a drunkard, is empty. 

Haman had all the powers of olam 
hazeh at his disposal, and he became 
cursed. Lehavdil Mordechai clung to 

Torah, and 
Hashem blessed 
him. May we, too, 
merit Hakadosh 
Baruch Hu's bless
ings. May our mitz
vos of Purim, and all 
our Torah and mitzvos, 
always find favor with Him. 
May we also be able to see the true 
light of Torah and rejoice in its full 
brilliance with the Beis Hamikdash 
rebuilt speedily in our days. [i;] 
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MISHENICHNAS ADAR - TIME FOR JOY 

--- ---- . 

OROWITZ 

I I 

~~ble Dose 
~ 

LEAPING TO THE RHYTHM dar poster: two smiling fish, one on 
ach side of the upper part. I recall as 

I have a perfect view through a crack well how a teacher had explained that 
in the mechitza. My heart leaps as the two fish are for the two Adars. 
the band suddenly launches a rhyth- Every month has a mazal, a symbol 

mic and blaring bout of Mishenichnass that pertains to the time, and generally 
Adar. The magical power of Adar has the mazal is mentioned in a singular 
burst into the wedding hall. form. The mazal of Adar, however, is 

An oversized clown, bunny, and duck dagim, fish in the plural form, to include 

laughing bags that my children are 
already collecting? Or is it a more pro
found joy, of which these delights are, in 
effect, a manifestation or expression? 

What could it be - the cause for 
this extraordinary1 

ecstasy? 
even intoxicating 

are suddenly bounding in single file. A the twoAdars of the Jewish leap year. In THE AGE-OLD ANSWER 

panda and a monkey are following close that case, Adar is Adarand the first Adar · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
behind, and the bouncing animals are is no less Adar than the second; and the Nain, the picture of the two 
automatically taking first place on the Purim music is most appropriate. miling fish revives the age-old 
dance floor. The surrounding men are "Ay, ay, ay - mishenichnass Adar nswer. 
loosening their gait and leaping higher .... " I think my eardrums, along with Unquestionably, the joy of Adar, as 
into the air, empowered by the sight of my heart, are also pounding to the the symbol of fish denotes, is Torah. 
the dancing zoo. rhythm. just as fish can only thrive in water, so 

The lively atmosphere is infectious; My eyes are riveted and my feet glued the Jewish nation thrives only through 
even the women at the mechitza are tap- to my lucky spot. The scene that I behold lorah. And that, really, is the essence of 
ping their feet, thoroughly entranced. is as Purimdik as ever, and invigorating. our happiness. 

But wait a minute. I wonder; it's only I guess a double Adar in the Jewish leap The true happiness that the months 
the first Adar .... And what a delight- year provides double cause to leap for of Adar are associated with is one that 

I 

ful scene; it feels like Purim, yet Purim joy. What a bonus! emanates from the power of Torah, [ 
is still a good six weeks away. Is this Some more women are joining the which is the strength and lifeline of the ] 
Purim celebration not a bit premature group and craning their necks to catch Jewish nation. Limited as our minds are, I 
in time? a glimpse. though, it can be difficult to properly · 

/ On second thought, however, I recall While thoroughly relishing the spirit, comprehend this profound joy. Thus, [[ 

I

I the classic picture on any Mishenichnass I wonder: What is really the joy of Adar? the costumes and merrymaking that 

MRs.H~~uvEsiNBRo{)KLY~~:~~ . lsit~heb1 1a~ingmdusifcan1 dthe
1
bou,nc

1
- personi~ Adar creat~ the

1 
tdhridlls hth

0
»w I 

ing an1ma s 111 an o t 1emse ves. s are easier to recognize. n ee , 
"THE 'HERO' SANDWICH" APl'EAl~ED IN JO, APR. '07. h . "bl k 1· II h l d I . it t e party snappers, mvis1 e in , or power u y t ey ure t le men into 
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: I 
I The prime time for celebrating is during the 1 

months of Adar, for, as the water-dependent he would obtain this profound spiritual I 

I 

fish suggest, Adar is a time particularly pleasure in his learning. ! 

I 

potent for achieving and experiencing the 

true joy of Torah, which is our lifeline. 

He concluded about the joy he expe· ·,i 

rienced at this shiur that it would not be I 
possible for a human being to derive so 
much joy from any worldly pleasure like 

! 

I 
I 

It is an opportune time for accepting 

the yoke of Torah with love, free will, and 

true happiness, as the Jews did at the time 

I 
of the miracle of Purim. 

) vibrant action and the women into a 
I spellbound audience. 

But are we, I wonder, achieving a 
measure of ecstasy, as well, over the true 
cause and source of this joy? 

The great men of our nation have 
achieved and lived the concept ... in a 
real way. They have indeed drawn the 
very equation . . . between Purimdik 
ecstasy ... and Torah. 

I As the gaon and rash yeshiva, Rabbi 
f Mordechai Gifter ?"lll, once comment· 

ed - in the powerful words that only 
I he could articulate - on people in the 

The Be'er Shmuel claimed that he had 
learned Rash i's commentary so precisely 
at this shiur, that, inevitably, all of the 
questions of Tosafos had already been 
answered therein. 

the joy that he derived from Reb Nuta 
Volf's teachings! 

Such was his love of Torah ... to be 
deemed far surpassing and way, way 
above and beyond any imaginable plea· 
sure in the world. 

THE INNERMOST SECRETS 

But the real secrets regarding his 
diligence as a bachur in the K'sav 
Sofer's yeshiva were revealed to 

his students at a time when the Be'er 
Shmuel was indeed a bit shikkur or 
lightheaded. And that was on the day of 
Purim itself. 

Purim is a day when innermost secrets 
of great people can come through, and 
so it happened that he disclosed valuable 
personal information. 

I 

I 
I 

I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

i 

'Il

l goeldvetno.

1

w,, n of Telz who were thoroughly 

The gaon Reb Nuta Volf was actu· 
ally of German origin; thus, the young 
Shmuel had difficulty understanding 
his language. Nevertheless, since his 
desire to learn from hin1 was so great, 
he persisted, attending the shiur every 
evening for several weeks, until he began 
understanding his language and master
ing the lessons. His happiness then was 
immeasurable. He related how he would 
eagerly await that hour of the day when 

There were two hundred and fifty 
talmidim learning in his yeshiva at 
the time, with amazing diligence. The 
Unsdorfer Yeshiva could not provide 
the luxury of proper meals served in a 

I 
in1mersed in Torah: 

"Shikkur mit Torah zenen zet 

I Head over heels! 
I Drunk! You can/ Just call 

I
I With a Purim-like excitement over The Yitti Leibe.I 

Torah ... a cause indeed worthy of their H e.lp.line. 

11

1 linking arms and leaping high into the H 0 u R s ·: 
air in utter jubilation ... a cause worthy Monday~Friday ................................. Sam -l2pm 

I
i of the most powerful demonstrations Monday-Thursday ............................ 8pm - l 1 pm 

of joy. Sunday ......................... 9am -12pm, 9pm -llpm 

I The Be'er Shmuel, the gaon and • 718.,.ffELP~N:OW f 

I tzaddik Rabbi Shmuel Rosenberg '\l!lP' (718) 435•7669 I 

i
i (1842-1919), Rav and rash yeshiva in Chicago .........•.......... (800) HELP-023 I 

Unsdorf, conveyed this message with Lakewood ..................... (732) 363-1010 I 
I an anecdote from his youth: Cleveland ...................... (888) 209-8079 I 
I During his teenage years, while learn· Baltimoce ...................... (410) 578-ll ll 111 

I ing in the Yeshiva of the K'sav Sofer, he Detcoit.. ........................ (877) 435-76ll 
I d d dd · al · h l h · h San Diego ..................... (866) 385-0348 

I

I atten e an a itron mg t y s 1urt at Toronto ......................... (416) 784-1271 I 
was given to businessmen by the gaon The Rebbeti:in Phyllis Weinberg Br<inch of the Yitti Leibel Helpline I 

I Reb Nuta Volf 7"~t. '1'T 071':i1:nn 1113 1~~,b~r:.~,'.~ ~?...,~~;, '1'•n nn·o,-, •\:r:.·':r .II 

i :-r:v J1~1J "'Tll ;-J'i'O 'l JJ ;-J'll'V' 'F 

I 
Reb Nuta Volf was famous for in his 1.,·J"n irv 'J "U~)J 

Dedicated b Mr. & Mrs. Shmuel Boruch Wilhelm 

I 
i 

I 

I 
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spacious dining room. On the contrary, 
the boys subsisted usually on a simple 
diet of bread and milk. There were 
even those who could not afford milk, 
and drank water with sugar instead. 
Nevertheless, these hardships did not 
deter the bachurim in the least from 
their avodas Hashem and Torah learning. 
Their self-sacrifice only strengthened 
their cause, and they were indeed dili
gent in their own right! 

Yet, at a peak of merriment, the Be' er 
Shmuel's voice rang out with vehement 
words of wisdom and mussar to his 
students in spite of their remarkable 
diligence! 

"You think your toil in Torah is con
sidered self-sacrifice and living with a 
bare minimuxn?" he exclaimed. "I will 
tell you how I, as a young bachur, toiled 
and learned Torah - with the barest 
minimum of physical pleasures! That 
was when I learned at the yeshiva of the 
K'sav Sofer. My futher was a rav in Tissa
Firred and provided me with money for 
rent alone. During the week, I did not 

eat meals in other houses; I ate just a 
dry piece of bread with salt and a cupful 
of water. I barely knew what breakfast, 
lunch, and dinner were. 

"With my overwhelming passion 
for Torah, I learned immediately after 
Shacharis without pause, until later, 
when I felt hungry and weak. Then I ate 
my dry bread and salt at about eleven, 
t\.velve o'clock, and sometimes, again 
at two in the afternoon. My dinner at 
about midnight consisted of the same 
menu. And I learned with great diligence 
and joy, for most of the night! 

"Every Thursday I fasted. Thursday 
night, which is lei[ shishi, I stayed awake 
and learned straight through the night. 
Friday, too, I learned without stopping 
for a rest, until the onset of Shabbos. 
Friday night was the one time that I ate 
my fill of sumptuous food in the home 
of a wealthy businessman, and after that, 
overcome with fatigue, I slept soundly 
through the night:' 

He added, regarding his continuous 
self-deprivation, "Ess hut mir Baruch 

---•~ 

Martin Levy 
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Hashem kein mahl nisht geshadt (This 
never cause me any har1n.) 

"On the Yam Tov of Sukkos, in 
Pressburg, several neighbors would 
share one sukkah and take turns eat-
ing their meals. I, too, took my turn, 
but only after the others had all finished 
theirs, for I feared that someone would 
catch a glimpse of my meager plate. All 
I had for the meal was a roll!" 

With a laugh, he added, "I had dairy 
too. A milchige messer, a dairy knife!" 

Thus escaped an inadvertent account 
of the Beer Shmuel's self-sacrifice for 
Torah and superior diligence during his 
teenage years, through his own lips! 

So great was his passion for Torah -
that, although, during those years, his 
physical sustenance was meager, he felt 
no discomfort or deprivation. On the 
contrary, he was thrilled and ecstatic, 
and felt fortunate to be acquiring the 
greatest wealth in the world, Torah. 

Indeed, at a time when he was liter
ally shikkur, his true passion and self
sacrifice for Torah came through in a 
burst of exuberance. 

He was "shikkur mit Torah" on that 
Purim night ... and shikkur mit Torah 
every day of his life. 

LET THE 

DRUMS ROLL 

Let the drums indeed roll, with 
the onset of Adar, and the n1usic 
blare in honor of Torah; it is a 

genuine cause for celebration. We can 
already throw some party snappers. The 
prime time for celebrating is during 
the months of Adar, for, as the water
dependent fish suggest, Adar is a time 
particularly potent for achieving and 
experiencing the true joy of Torah, 
which is our lifeline. It is an opportune 
time for accepting the yoke of Torah 
with love, free will, and true happiness, 
as the Jews did at the time of the miracle 
of Purim. 

I 
I 
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This year we have two Adars, dou- I 

bling our chances. [ 
May a double dose of Adar, with its I[ 

additional aura, increase our aware
ness and understanding ... of our life's 

~=<;oy- _:j 
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MUSINGS 

CHAIM Dov10 ZWIEBEL 

No Ordinary 
Tuesday i 

i 
! 
I 
I. 

Tuesday, February 5, 2008, 
was no ordinary Tuesday. 

It was "Super Tuesday" - the day on 
which no fewer than 24 states conducted 
primary elections or caucuses to deter
mine the Democratic and Republican 
presidential nominees. Never before in 
the history of the United States had so 
many states conducted their primaries 
on the same day. 

Indeed, for political junkies enthralled 
by all the hoopla and drama of presiden
tial election campaigns, February 5 was 
more like "Super Duper Tuesday." Both 
the Democrats and the Republicans 
seeking to succeed President Bush were 
locked in tight races. The February 5 
vote tallies would separate the contend
ers from the pretenders, and perhaps 
even determine the actual nominees. 
The political stakes couldn't be higher. 

For us in the Jewish community 
the stakes were high as well. The next 
president, whoever he (or she) may be, 
will be assu1ning the reins of po\ver at a 
critical juncture in modern day history, 
a time when Jews in general, and our 
brethren in Eretz Yisroel in particular, 
are facing enormous challenges and 

RABEil Z\VIEBf:1. IS EXECUTIVE Viet PRtsroENT FOH 

GOVERNMENT AND !'UBI.IC AFFAIRS FOR AGliOATl-1 

!SRAEL OF AMERICA. 

potential dangers from so many differ
ent angles. 

: 
I 
I It was surely no coincidence that the 

Moetzes Gedolei HaTorah of America 
had decided just a few weeks earlier to 
issue a kol koreh urging all eligible vot
ers to vote. Although the proclamation 
is stated in general terms, without any 
specific reference to the primaries, the 
timing of its publication was clearly 
designed to impress upon the commu
nity the importance of participating in 
the selection process for the respective 
parties' presidential nominees. 

the single greatest ally of the Jewish 
nation that lives in the Holy Land, 
concerned with protecting it from 
the '70 wolves' that surround it to 
destroy it, G-d forbid:' 
The message was clear: [f we are truly 

concerned about the wellbeing of our 
Jewish brethren in the Holy Land at 
this difficult time, and if we wish to do 
something tangible about it, we should 
take the time to vote. 

I 
: 

While many gedolei Yisroe/ of this 
generation and previous ones have pub
lished statements calling npon Jews to 
vote, this was the first time the Moetzes 
Gedolei Ha Torah as a body issued such a 
call. In doing so, the Moetzes emphasized 
not only the general civic obligation of 
voting but also the practical impact of 
making our voices heard through the 
ballot box: 

"First, it is incumbent on us 
to be concerned about the inter-

From my experience in working with 
government officials, I can attest to the 
simple truth that politicians pay atten
tion to communities that vote. "fhere 
is usually a clear correlation between 
high voter turnout and high govern
mental access. 

Those of us who \vent to vote on 
Super Tuesday, therefore, were being 
"shtadlonim" in the true sense of the 
word. We can justifiably take pride that, 
in carrying out the directive of our 
Torah leaders, we made a real difference 
on behalf of Kial Yisroel. 

ests of our fellow Jews, and we * * * 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 

I 

: 
I 

I 
I 

I 
i 

have indeed merited to see great ! 
accomplishments that American Tuesday, February 5, 2008, I 
Jewry has attained with the help of was no ordinary Tuesday. ! 

Heaven through participation in the It was Erev Rosh Chodesh Adar Rishon, II 

electoral process. Second, Divine the eve of the new month when we 
Providence has placed the United would be ushering in the wonderfol days I 

L_ ___ _ 
States today in the position of being of marbin be'simcha. I 

-------------·--··------------------------- -~ 
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I
. ~ It was Erev Rosh Chodesh Adar Rishon, ~ 
~ ren in Eretz Yisroel; and second, to lift I 

I 
"Yom Kippur Kattan." Countless Jews across our voices in prayer to Hashem, for it 

is He who runs His world, it is He who I 
' the globe added special prayers to their daily controls the hearts of kings, it is He who i', 

ensures the wellbeing of our brethren 
routine, focused on the "difficult situation of in Eretz Yisroel. 

44 

h • h • • y· / The Chovos Halevavos in Sha' ar [ 
t e Jew1s community 1n Eretz 1sroe ." Habitachon (Chapter 4) addresses the 1,· 

Erev Rosh Chodesh is kn0wn as" Yam 
Kippur Kattan" - a miniature Yom 
Kippur - because according to our 
mesorah, the last day of a Jewish month 
is a time for special prayer and supplica
tion to Hashem. 

On this particular Erev Rosh Chodesh, 
countless Jews across the globe added 
special prayers to their daily routine, 
in response to a call from the Moetzes 
Gedolei Ha Torah of Agudas Yisroel and 
Degel HaTorah in Eretz Yisroe~ indepen
dently co-signed by the Moetzes Gedolei 
HaTorah of America. 

Their Kol Koreh focused on the "dif
ficult situation of the Jewish community 
in Eretz YisroeZ:' The proclamation noted 
that, in addition to internal problems 
affecting the Torah community, "during 
these days, items are on agendas that 
could place entire populations of Jews 
into grave danger, G-d forbid- includ
ing those in the holy city of Jerusalem." 
Therefore, implored the Gedo lei Yisroe~ 
"Dear brethren, awaken and inspire 
yourselves to pour out prayer before 
the Creator of the world, that He have 
pity and protect His nation from all who 
stand up against us, that He abolish the 
intentions of those who hate us, and 
nullify the plots of our enemies .... " 

The Moetzes Gedolei HaTorah was 
ren1inding us that, ultimately, there is no 
earthly power on whom or which we can 
rely in times of crisis. Our sole source of 
salvation comes from Hashem, and it is 
toward Him that our hearts and prayers 
must be directed if we truly seek safety 
and security against the evil intentions 
of our enen1ies. 

Those of us, therefore, who said an 
extra" kappitel Tehillim" on February 5, 

that, in carrying out the directive of our 
Torah leaders, we made a real difference 
on behalf of Kial Yisroel. 

* * * 
Tuesday, February 5, 2008, 
was no ordinary Tuesday. 

It was a day in which we had an 
opportunity to fulfill two distinct direc
tives from the Moetzes Gedolei Ha Torah: 
first, to exercise our right in this country 
to vote in a presidential primary election 
whose outcome could have a profound 
impact on the wellbeing of our breth-

apparent paradox that we, as believing 
Jews, face in every aspect of our lives: the 
need for us to do our hishtadlus-to earn 
a living, to find a shidduch, to seek out 
the best doctor, to vote for the best can
didate - all at the same time recognizing 
that Hashem is the zan u'mefarneis lakol, 
the mezaveig zivugim, the rofeh chol bas
sar, the mamlich melachim. 

The challenge this places upon us 
is twofold. 

First, we must recognize that despite 
our earthly hishtadlus, ultimately it is 
Hashem who pulls all the strings. We 
invest time, energy, focus, labor, money 
into our endeavors- as we must, at least 
since Adam Harishon was told that his 

Your child can be socially 

adept. self-confident and 

happy. with social skills 

coaching and training. 

and participated in Yam Kippur Kattan •• 718-382·543 7-KIDS •• Rifka Schonfeld 
services, were being" shtadlanim" in the j 

ACADEMIC AND SOCIAL SKILLS WORKING WITH ALL KINDS OF MINDS 
true sense of the word. We can take pride 
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sustenance will come about through 
zei'asapecha. But all those investments, 
necessary though they may be, are dan· 
gerous - for they can easily lead to the 
kochi ve'otzam yadi assah Ii es ha'chayi/ 
hazeh syndrome, a sense that we are the 
masters of our own destinies, when in 
fact Hu hanosein /echa ko'ach /a'asos 
chayil, it is Hashem who blesses us with 
whatever we are able to achieve. As the 
Chovos Halevavos states, ''.A person must 
have clear belief that his affairs are given 
over to the decree of the Creator ... and 
while he must busy himself seeking to 
improve his condition and choose that 
which appears to him to be appropriate 
under the circumstances, he must also 
realize that Hashem will do according 
to His predetermined decree:' 

Second, we must simultaneously 
recognize that despite the fact that it is 
Hashem who controls everything, we 
are nonetheless obligated to go through 
the rigors of our hishtad/us. Again, the 
words of the Chovos Ha/evavos: "Even 
though a person's end and the length of 
his days are determined by the decree 
of the Creator, it is incumbent on 
him to strive for a means of obtaining 
his livelihood - food, drink, clothing, 
shelter according to his needs. He must 
not leave this to Hashem, saying, 'If it 
is ordained for me to live, Hashem will 
sustain me without food throughout my 
life, and I need not go to the bother of 
working for a living."' 

Living with the knowledge that 
Hashem is pnlling the strings, and 
with the simultaneous obligation to 
do all in our earthly power, may on the 
surface seem to be a logical impossibil
ity. But in fact, there is no contradic
tion between bitachon and hishtad/us. 

* * * 
Lay the two kol korehs of the Moetzes 

I 
Gedolei Ha Torah side by side. The under· 
lying message is: go out to vote, say a perek 

I I Tehillim while you wait on line- and see I the lesson of the Chovos Halevavos come 

I ' alive before your very eyes_. -- --~---------·--·-
1 L--
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We DO Know! 
This Purim Be Responsible! 

Take Action! 
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